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OR, ARIETTA AFTER BIG GAME.
By AN OLD SCOUT

J

CHAP';I.'ER I-Charlie's Bear.
"Wild, I think it wouldn't be a bad idea to remain here a few days and do some hunting for
big game."
The speaker was Arietta Murdock, the goldenhaired .sweetheart of Youn.I? Wild West, the wellknown Boy Hero and Champion Deadshot of the
~·west. She was standing upon an eminence of
rock from which a view of the picturesque valley
below could be had. Near her stood the dashing
young deadshot, ·about whom so much has been
written. Wild brushed back his long, light chestnut hair, and turning his eyes upon the g-irl,
said:
"All right, little girl. I am sure I am willing.
We'll see what the others think about it."
"Oh! I know they will be satisfied. Come on.
We will go down and tell them about it."
The boy and girl turned and went down the
steep slope toward a camp that had been pitched
on a small level piece of. ground close to the foot
of a steep cliff. In their fancy, but serviceable
hunting costumes they made a pleasing; not to
= say dashing appearance, and any one would have
been willing to admit that they made an ideal
couple of real Westerners. Their companions at
the camp were Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and
his wife Anna; Jim Dart, a Wyoming- boy of
about the same age as our hero, and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner; and the two Chinamen
-who traveled with tl.J.em as the hired help, their
names being Hop Wah and Wing- Wah. It was
about six o'clock at the close of a rather warm
day in the early fall, the time beinJ.? quite a few
ye~s ago, when all sorts of ~me was for more
plentiful in the Rocky Mountains than at l)resent. The spot Young Wild West and his friends
had selected to camp upon was situated in one
of the wildest parts of the Rocky Mountain range,
somewhe-re near the centr~.l part of the then
Territory of New Mexico.
.,. It was not strange that they should be in such
a wild and out-of-the-way place, since they were
continually ma&p: horseback trips throughout
the wildest parts of the region known as the
Wild West, for the sole purpose of flndinJ.? excitement and adventure. Aa Wild and Arietta

I

came down and joined them, Cheyenne Charlie's
wife looked at them questioningly, and said:
"Well, what is it? I imagine that they have
some sort of proposition to make. I can always
tell when you have, Arietta, for you show it on
your face."
"You have guessed it just right," Arietta answered, laughingly. "While were were standing
upon that big rock up there it struck me that
it would be a nice place to remain at for a couple
of days. I SU.l?P:ested to Wild that we stay hera
and do some hunting. It would be so nice to
take •a few fine pelts down to Buckhorn Ranch,
you know. They will need ·them there for rug-s."
"I reckon we kin .i?it more pelts than we kin
carry away right ,around this here lllace," Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, spoke up. "There's beats
an' catamounts enough to be found if we IN an'
look for 'em to keep us shootin' for a couple of
days, anyhow. I happen to know that there's a
catamount not less than two hundred yards away
from us now. I heard him squeal a little while
ago, an' I didn't make no mistake as to the di:r
tance an' the direction, either."
"There's no doubt but that we could all be kept
busy if we were to look after big- g-ame," Young
Wild West retorted, in his cool and easy way.
"But what do you think about the proposition?"·
"It's for you to say what we're goin' to do,
Wild."
"All right. What do you think about it, Jim?"
"You ought to know that I am always satisfie4
with anything you say, Wyd," Dart retorted. '
quickly.
"All right, then. Let's bear what Anna an~ 1
Eloise have to say about it."
"There's no need of askin.a- us whether we wan1i
to stay here and hunt for a couple of days," the
scout's wife answered, laua-hingly. "You know
very well that I for one am always willing- to do
anything you say. I believe I told you that right
after I married Charlie and decided to travel
with you."
"And as for me," Eloise spoke up, with a
smile1 "it makes no difference at all. If you say
remain here for a month I'll be perfectly satisfied, and if you should decide to go the first
thing in the morning, it will be the same."
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"All right, the1'," and turning to his sweetheart, the youn,11; deadshot added: "It seems to
be settled, Et. I reckon we'll take a few pelts
down to Buckhorn with us. We'll strike right
in the first thing in the morning and see what
luck we will have. I suppose half a dozen mountain lion skins and a few bear pelts will be about
the right thing. Charlie will see to it that they
are fixed so they will be cured all right."
"I reckon I kin attend to that part of it, Wild,"'
the scout declared. "The only thing what's
worryin' me is that maybe there won't be enough
excitement about it. There ain't no fun in jest
shootin' a bear or a catamount."·
"Sometimes there's a whole lot of excitement
about it, Charlie. You have had that sort of experience, I think. A wounded mountain lion is
· a dangerous beast to come in close contact with.
If it comes to the point where you have got to
handle your knife, you are liable to receive a
few scratches."
"Me shootee some bigee gamee, too, so be," one
of the Chinamen spoke up just then, for, as was
his usual wont, he had been listening to everything that was said. This heathen was Hop Wah,
who· was sometimes called Young Wild West's
Clever Chinee because he was a vel'y clever ma:gician and a born joker.
"You'll do a lot at shootin' big game," Cheyenne Charlie retorted, sneeringly. "What would
you kill a catamount with, I'd like to know? The
best you kin do is to shoot off a fire-carcker now
an' then. But you generally do that for the fun
of it. You don't s'pose you could kill a catamount
with a ftre~racker, do yer?"
_"Me shootee with um lifle, Misler Charlie. Me
likee hunt bigee game."
."Yo1,1 couldn't hit a chicken in a barn-yard if.
you wasn't standin' more than ten feet from it,
so don't think you're _goin' to git a crack at a bear
or a catamount."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. Me showee you.
Me vell v smartee Chinee."
So saying, Hop turned away, as if the argument was ·ended. Wing, his brother, was busy
preparing the evening meal. A rousing fire had
been started, and there being no breeze to speak
of. the smoke was ascending in a straight column.
Cheyenne Charlie turned his attention to the
smoke, and after lookinl!" at it in silence for a
few seconds, nodded to the younl!." deadshot and
Rair1 '

' ckon if there's anybody within a few miles
c they'll see that smoke, Wild."
"Quite likely, Charlie. But what difference
will that make to us? We are not trying to
conceal ourselves, since we have no occasion to
do so."
"That's all right. But I can't help thinkin' that
there must be somethin' in the way of bad redskins, greasers, or white outlaws around. There
generally is, you know. It don't say that jest
'cause we're up here in the wilds that. we're the
only ones here·. You know as well as I do that
it must be a mighty good place to hunt. If there
ain't none of them fellers what's on their way
to some minin' camp around here, there might
.
be hunters or trappers."
"Oh, I haven't the least doubt of that. But
they won't interfere with 11s, nor will we bother
them. V-h ure not going to do any huntinJ? for

of

what we can make out of it. We just want to get
a few fine pelts."
"An' what meat we want to eat," the scout
added.
"Oh, of course. We always do that. But just
now we have enough on hand for a couple. of d3'6'S.
That buck Jim shot yesterday will certainly last
us that length of time."
"Yes, that's ·all right. But we ain't had no
bear meat in two or three weeks. My mouth is "·
waterin' for a nice, juicy chunk of bear meat
broiled nicely over the coals :-·'.' salted to taste.
I reckon about to-morrow night I'll have some
for my supper. Since you have made up your
mind that we're goin' to stay here for a couple
of days, I'm goin' to look for a bear the first
thing. Maybe I might git one to-night yet. It
won't be dark in an hour an' a half."
"Seen any tracks, Charlie?" Jim Dart asked,
laug-hingly.
"No, I can't say that I have. But you see that
big bunch of vines over there at· the mouth of
the ravine?"
"Yes, I see them.,,.
"Them vines is full of sweet-smellin' flowers,
ain't they?"
... '"!'hey certainly are."
"Well, where there's sweet-smellin' flowers
there's bees, an' where there's bees there's honey,
;m' where there's honey you'll generally find a -·
_
bear."
"I see. You have iot it figured-out nicely."
"Oh, it don't take much to figure out anything
like that. Since I've made up my mind to have
bear-meat for supper to-morrow night, I reckon
I may as well start right in. Supper won't be
ready in half an hour yet, so I'll just go out an'
·
see what I kin do."
"Me go, too, Misler Charlie,"· Hop Wah, the
clever Chinee, spo¼,e Up.
"All rig-ht, heathen, come on. . You kin help
me skin the brute after I shoot him." ,
Hop, Wah was rig-ht after him, and as he
walked away he drew a keen-edged huntingknife and felt the blade as if to test its sharp- .
,..,
ness.
"That's pretty good!" 'Jim Dart exclaimed. '
"Hop is gi>tting ready to skiri the bear before
Charlie has shot it,"
"Oh, the chances are they will bring one in,"
the young deadshot answered. "Charlie is right
in saying that a bear is apt to be found over
,
there."
The dist,ance to the flowery vines that Charlie
had pointed out was probably an eighth of a mile
from the camp. In order to reach it one would
have to work his way up to quite a high point,
and then go down to a gully. But the scout
figured that he could go over there and get back
within. half an hour, and nodding to the Chinaman to follow him, he went on up the rugged
path. In about five minutes the two 'reached the
ravine, which was rather narrow and filled with
a ii:rowth of rank weeds and broad-speared grass. '
Charlie came to a pause here and took a criti'.'"
cal survey of the scene. Sud<lenly his faee
lighted up, and pointing to a big dead tree that
stood a little to the right, he said:
"There yer are, Hop. See that old tree?"
"Me see, Misler Charlie," was the reply.
"There's a hole in it, ain't they ?1'
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"Lat light, Misler Charlie."
"There ain't no use in me sayin' it over al!.''in.
but that bear is mine. I don't care whether you
"An' most likely it's holler in places."
shot it or not.
trappin' UP in this section.
"Velly muchee likely."
''Well, you're always willin' to bet, so I'll ~ve an' I reckon I kin call it ·my 1>roperty all around
you a chance now. I'll bet you five dollars there's here," and he waved his hand to show that there
honey inside that tree.''
was hardly any limit to the scope he laid claim to.
"You say this bear is yours, then?"
"Me. no bette, Misler Charlie. Maybe you go
"I sartinly do, stranger."
and findee outtee.''
"Well, I say it ain't."
"Oh, 1 know what's the matter with you. You're
afraid to go up there, 'cause you think you might
• git stung."
I
"Me gittee stingee before, Misler Charlie. Me
CHAPTER II-Nick Pelt, The Trapper.
no likee."
Charlie laughed lightly, for he knew the ChinaCheyenne Charlie and the stranger stood glarman spoke the truth. The two went up a little
closer to the tree, and then a buzzing so'und came ing at each other, and neither Sl)oke another word
to their ears.
for the space of several seconds It was 1>lain
"I knowed it!" the scout exclaimed, with an air that both were getting very angry. But the
of triumph. "Hear the bees. They're hummin' scout was not only angry,=but ready to fight
"You heard what I said!" he exclaimed, wrathlike anything. Now then, where's the bear?"
The words- were scarcely out of his mouth fully, as he took a step toward the man and at the
when there was a crashing in the underbrush · same time let his right hand drop to within reach
upon the steep slope. Charlie held up his hand of the revolver at his side. "I shot that bear, an'
he's mine. You kin say that you own the whole
warningly, and then cr_ouched in the weeds.
There was a short silence, and then the sounds earth, if you want to, but that ain't goin' to make
.
were repeated, and the next moment a big, brown no difference."
"I s'pose you would shoot me ·afore you would
bear emerged from the bushes and came to a
halt, looking straight at the dead tree, while give up the bear?" . came the query, as the
stranger cooled down somewhat.
its nostrils began to sniff.
''You kin bet your boots I would. Jest try me
"There he is, Hop," whispered the scout. "I
,.)mowed we was goin' to git one. It's a blamed an' you'll mighty soon find out."
"What's the trouble, Charlie?" a voice called
big bear, too. Maybe the meat will be putty
tough, but I reckon I kin go some of it. Git your out, and then Young Wild West stepped from
knife ready, 'cause we ain't goin' to waste no behind some bushes. He was followed by Arietta,
and when the trapper saw them he showed no
time about gittin' that pelt ofi."
Hop nodded, and the scout raised his rifle to little surprise.
his shoulder. The bear was facing him, so he had
"A boy an' a gall" he exclaimed, not paying
a good chance at the "breast, and, taking a Quick any further attention to the scout at all. "What
aim, he pulled the trigger. The reJ>Ort rang out will show up next, I wonder? First it's a man
sharply, echoing through the ravine. Crang! an' a heathen, then comes along a boy an' a gal.
The big bear plunged forward a couple of feet I wouldn't be a whole lot surprised if a jackass
and rolled over upon its side, kicking convulsively. or an elephant showed up next."
""There wasn't no mistake about that, Hop,"
"What do you think of this galoot, Wild?" the
the scout said, exultantly. " I knowed jest where scout asked, acting as if he really was a little
to send the bullet. If that didn't clip his heart puzzled. "He says as how this land all around
right in the middle I'll be willin' to chew it if it here belongs to him, an' that I didn't have no
business to shoot a bear here. But he J?oes
ltln be found."
-~ Then he led the way to the spot. The bear was further than that. He says the bear belongs to
just kicking its last when Hop reached the scene, him, but he's willin' to let me have the meat if
I giv.:l him the hide."
knife in hand.
"I know nearly all of what he said, Charlie,"
"Git right at work, heathen," the scout exclaimed, as he threw out the empty shell and left the young deadshot answered, in his cool and
his rifle in readiness to fire another shot should easy way. "We started to come here right after
it be necessary. "Sorter surprised Wild an' the we heard your shot, and when we heard angry
rest. I'll bet they didn't think I was goin' to git voices we hurried along a little faster and caught
most of what was said. I reckon this man is a
a chance at a bear afore supper."
Then the two began the work of removing the little too fast."
skin from the bear. When they had been at it
"'You reckon so, eh?" the trapper asked, a ring
for a couple of minutes footsteps were heard of sarcasm in his voice. "Don't you know that
close at hand. Charlie l!,'ave a chuckle, for he if a man strikes a place that do:ii't belbng to no
thought it was some one from the camp. Ten one that it's his as long as he wants to keep it?"
seconds later a man appeared from the bushes,
"No, I don't know that. Have you staked out
a claim and filed any papers with the governrifle in hand.
"I reckon you folks is very accommodatin'," he ment?"
said, with something like a sneer. "Don't you
"I don't have to. What in the dickens does the
know that this here is my trap? I found that ~overnment care about this old land up here
tree with honey in it, an' all the bears what m the mountains?"
"I'm sure I don't know whether the governcomes around is mine."
"What's that you say?" Cheyenne Charlie ex- ment cares anything or not. But I reckon you
claimed, as he leaped to his feet and faced the can't claim everythinl!' that's here."
"Well, if you're goin' t9 take the bear I s'pose
stranger.

rm
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there's no use in me makin' any further · argu- to have what you call a little sport, I s'pose, an'
ment. But I'll tell you one thing. I'm trappin' you don't stop to think of the harm you're doin' to
an' <loin' a little huntin' up this wav to make a a man who's tryin' to git an honest livin'."
livin'. If that feller shot that bear jest to gi~ - "You can have it that way if you like, but
a chunk of ·meat, it ain't no more than right that I assure you that we are going direct to the Rio
Grande when we leave here. Of course, we may
I should have the hide."
"But it happens that we want to get a few pelts take our time about doing it, but ~t's our
destination. I own a ranch down in Texas, and
ourselves."
"Oh, all right, then, But I iest wanted to that's where we intend to go."
"A kid own a ranch down in Texas!" exclaimed' ·
prove to you that the bear would have been mine
if somebody 'hadn't come along an' shot it jest the trapper. "That sounds putty good. But I
don't care nothin' about it. I s'pose the first
then. Come over here, if you don't mind,"
He started around behind the tree, and the rest thing I know I'll be gittin' shot. You all look
as though· you would be willin' to let me have
followed him.
Upon the ground was a big bear trap arranged on!:!, even to the gal. I see she's got a rifle."
"You're judgin' us· a little harshly, I think,"
so if a bear or any other animal came up close
to the tree it would be very apt to be caught. frietta spoke up, smilingly. " Young Wild West
It was concealed sUghtly with some brushes, Just told_you that we were-camped near here, and
but enough of it was- visible to convince our that we mtended to remain until a couple of days.
That should satisfy you, I should think,"
friPnds as to what it was.
"Young Wild West, you say!" the trapper ex"Now you see," the trapper said, a ring of
triumph in his voice. "The bear oughter be mine, claimed, his ·eyes dilating with surprise. "You
don't mean to sav that this kid is Younit Wild
'cause ·it's my trap."
"My friend," Young Wild West said, in his West, gal."
"That's just who it is."
cool and easy way, "I can't see very much sense
"Well, I swan! So this is the Champion deadin your argument. You talk as if no one else
would have the right to set a trap . al)-ywhere shot of the West, eh?"
Nick Pelt came up closer and took a survey of
around here."
"It would be <loin' it on my ground, wouldn't the boy much the same as he might have done
if he was looking over a horse with the prospect
it?"
Wild understood pretty well what he meant, of buying it,
"What do you think of me?" Wild asked,
but decided that it ,vas either ignorance or stub!
laughingly.
bornness that caused him to talk that way.
"A little too young to be what they sav you
"All right, you can have it your way," he said,
smilingly. "But don't get mad about it. Our _are," was the reply. "I reckon I don't take a
camp is only- a sbort distance away, and we are whole lot of stock in ver, Young Wild West."
"Thank you. No harm done, I'm sure."
going- to stay here a couple of days and do a
"None done to you folks vet, that's sartin. But
little shooting. After that we'll go on our way
a whole lot's been done to me, an' most likely vou
and you can have the place all to yourself."
"Goin' to stay around here a couple of days, mean to do more. But good-night. I'm P."oin'
are you? Well, you had better look out an' not now."
So saying the trapper turned deliberately on
bother with anything that- belongs to me."
"We certainly won't bother with anything that his heel and walked rapidly away until he· disbelongs to you, stranger. But say, who are you, appeared among the bushes.
.
anyhow?"
"A rather queer fellow, that, Charlie," Wild
"My name is Nick Pelt, an' I've got the repu- remarked, nodding to the scout. "I wouldn't be ,-.
tation of bein' a straight, honest man from A to surprised if he tries to make trouble for us."
Z. I make my livin' by trappin' up this way in
"That's all right, Wild. Let him try and make
the fall of the year, an' in the spring an' summer it. A little in that line will go all right with our
huntin'. But I reckon I'd better git at the bear
I take things easy down· in Santa Fe."
ag'in. Come on, you yaller heathen."
"Got a camp up here somewhere, eh?"
"Me allee light, Misler Charlie," Hou Wah
"Yes, an' a putty snug one, too. But that ain't
none of your business, young feller. Don't git answered, blandly. "Me· waitee long timee, but
me no say something. Um bad Melican man
askin too many questions."
talkee vellv muchee. You gittee velly mad."
"All right, I won't say another word."
"So you call that fellow a bad American man,
Wild c&uld not q.uite make out the man. It
seemed that he was jealous of havin.R" any one eh?" Wild asked, with a laugh.
"Lat light, Misler Wild. He no. goodee."
infrini;e on what he called his natural rights, and
"You can't tell about that, Hop. He's one of
that he might be honest in his convictions.
"But of course since they had decided to remain the Queer ones, probably. It made him anJ?rv to
there a couple of days, the young deadshot did see some one else get a bear that he miJ?ht have
net intend to go away just to please Nick Pelt, as caught in his trap."
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild. He no i?oodee."
-•
he called himself.
"We'll let it go at that. Probably we'll find out ,,
"Well, Mr. Pelt," he said, smilingly, "I reckon
there's- enough game for all of us here. We have more about him later on. Now then, hurry along,
:made up our minds to do a little shooting and and get the skin off the body. It will be supperget <l hw skins, and then go down to the Rio time presently."
·
·Already Charlie had begun usinl? his knife
Grande.';,
"Huh!" Nick Pelt retorted. "Down to the again, ·and when Hop assisted him it was not lon1t
'Rio Grande, eh? I reckon you won't :,:o a& far before the skin was removed from the carcass.
Then the entrails were removed, after which
as that, young feller. You're jest up this ' way
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Charlie cut off the two haunches and a portion
"Excuse me, ladies an' gentlemen," he called
of the loins.
out. "I thought l'd ' better take a walk over an'
"Here you go, heathen," he said, a s he handed git better acquainted with yer. After leavin' yer
the Chinaman half the meat. " Put tlfat on your I thought it over an' made up my mind that I'd
shoulder an' move right along. Maybe Wild will sorter made a fool of myself. There ain't no
carry the other half of the meat. I'll fetch along use jn my tryin' to think that no one else ain't got
the hide. The blamed fool of a trapper kin have ·a right around here jest 'cause I picked out the
what's left."
place first. It's mighty good huntin' grounds
Arietta was not a little amused at what had here, but trappin' is the best way to make money. ·
taken place, and she went alonir with them to I ain't disturbin' any of yer, am I?"
the camp.
" Not in the least. · Come. on, Mr. Pelt," Wild
"Charlie shot a bear, all :right," she called out retorted.
to Anna, who came to meet them, showing surThe trapper came up, and. bowing in an awkprise at what they were carrying.
ward sort of way to the girls, took a seat a short
"You kin bet your life I did, gal," the scout distance from the dying fire.
spoke up. "But I come mighty near not fetchin'
any of the meat in, or the skin, either. A blamed
gal'¥)t wanted to take it away from me."
"Somebody wanted to take it from you! What
CHAPTER ill-The Tricky Trapper.
do you mean, Charlie?" and Anna showed no
little surprise., Wild spoke up and quickly ex" You seem to be in a much better humor than
plained what nad happened, and then Jim Dart, you were when we last met you, Mr. Pelt,"
Anna and I::loise were rather astonished, as well Y:oung Wild West said, in his cool and easy way,
as surprised.
as he took a seat near the trapper.
"It means trouble for us, I know what it
"I sartinly am," was the retort. "Reckon I
means," .Charlie declared, nodding his head in a - sorter made a fool of myself. But you see when
way that showed how satisfied he was to have a. feller finds ·a good piece of ground to trap
the trouble come. Hop says the iraloot ain't no on he pon't like to have no one interfere with him.
good, an' I believe he's right.
I'm tryin' to make enough money to live easy in
"Perhaps we could . move .a mile or two from my old days, an' I'm _g-ittin' together all the pelt::1
here if we're too near the man to suit him,'' I kin git hold of. Some of 'em brings mighty
Arietta suggested.
good money, an' I'm savin' it up. You can't blame
"It won't be necessary to do that, Et," the me a whole lot for feelin' kind of ·mad."
young deadshot spoke up, smilingly.
"The
"No, of course not. But don't think for a
chances are we'll see this fellow again before it's moment that we're here for the purpose of intime to retire for the night. I reckon W!l can terfering with your business. But as I told you,
talk it over with him, and if he convinces me _yre have as much right to the ground here as
that he's· a fair and square man, I'll make him you have."
a present of a ten-dollar gold-piece. That ought
"Yes, I know that, an' since you said you
to put him in a very good humor."
wasn't goin' to stay tery long, it don't make the
This seemed satisfactory to all hands, so they least bit of difference to me. Bul I was thinkin'
turned their attention to the cook, • who was that maybe I could fix you out with the hides you
putting- the finishing touches to the evening meal._ want. What was you goin' to use 'em for?"
Charlie finished washing the bear-meat in the
_"Oh, we just wanted to get half a dozen irood
running brook close at ..hand, and when he irot skins that will make rugs."
through he found the rest waitinl?' for him to sit
"I've got jest what you want, then, an' I'll sell
down with them.
'em to you cheap."
"The grub is ready to eat, eh?" he said, nod"Much obliged to :rou. Mr. Pelt. But we
ding his head in a satisfied way as he looked at don't want them that way. We want to have the
the flat rock upo,n which the tin plates had been pleasure of huntinir the animals and taking the
spread. "What are we goin' to git, anyhow ? pelts from them ourselves."
Broiled partridge, com muffins, baked potatoes,
"Oh, all right. Xou want the . sport of it, I
broiled venison, coffee an' sugar? Well,. that see."
that ain't so bad, not .when any one's hungry.
" Yes, you can put it that way if you like."
Come on, gal. Jine me in eatin' this here grub.
"All right, then. I won't say a word agin what ,
I'll salt that hide after supper.''
you're doin'. If you're onlv goin, to shoot a
All were quite willing to eat, and the cook half a dozen animals it won't iaterfere with, me
promptlv began serving the food Charlie -had just much. There's lots of 'em here. Are you much
enumerated. They took their time about it a s on goats?"
they usually did when they were not expecting to
"An~hing at all that can be calle{l big game."
move the camp right away. When supper was
"Well, there's quite· a few goats four or five
over there was nothinl?' to do but to sit down miles from here. They're pretty foxy, thoug-h,
until darkness came. Then they would see t o an' you can't git very close to 'em. • I've only shot
the horses and take it easy until bed-time.
one in about two years. But maybe you would
Charlie turned his attention to the bear-skin be able to git one or two of 'em'. You're
ri~ht away after he had finished his supper. He s'posed to be. the Champion Deadshot, an' you
was just putting the finishing tpuches to it _pre- oughter bring a mountain goat down at a good
paratory to rolling it up· so it could be carried five hundred yards.
easily when they broke camp, when Nick Pelt,
"I think I could do that all right, Mr. Pelt,"
the trapper, was seen walkinsr leisurely to the
"Do you mean that, Younf? Wild West?"
camp.
"Why, yes.''
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"Five hundred yards is a long distance."
"You sorter like catamounts, then, eh?" and
"Yes, it's quite a long distance."
Pelt looked at the boy, a curious smile on his
"I couldn't hit a goat that fan"
face.
"But you ain't s'posed to be the Champion
"Oh, yes. I like them very much."
Deadshot," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, a grin on
"Did you ever see a tame one?"
his face.
· ,
"I can't say that .I have."
"No, I ain't. Jun you do it?"
,
"I have. They're a whole lot nicer than a cat
"What, shoot a mountain. goat at :five hundred to have around a feller's shanty, too."
yards?
"Have you got one at your shanty?"
"Yes."
"No, not now," and the man dropped ,his eyes.
"I reckon I kin. Jest show me one an' rn
Wild could not help noticing this, and he deblamed soon l)rove it."
cided right away that the man was not speaking
"Kin any one ell~ in the crowd do it?"
the trµth altogether. But why he should want
"I reckon there s -a couple more what kin do to conceal the fact if he really had a tame mounit the first time they try. There's Jim, an' there's tain lion he could not conjecture.
Arietta. I know for sartin that both of 'em could
"You say you live about a mile and a half from
fetch down a goat at five hundred yards."
here?"
The trapper looked curiou~ly at Jim, and then
"Yes, that's right. If you come up that way
directed his gaze upon Arietta. He stared at her tomorrow, stop an' see me. l'~l be home around
· in silence for a few seconds, and then turning noon-time."
to the scout, said:
"All right, I reckon we will come and see you
"Well, that beats me. I ain't goin' to doubt before we leave here, anyhow."
what you say, but I'd like to see that gal shoot."
"Got two heathens with yer, ain't yer?" and
"Probably I may be able to show you to- the trapper abruptly changed the subject and
morrow, Mr. Pelt," Arietta answered, laughingly. looked at Hop and Wing, who were sitting on
"I'm out after big game, and the bigger it is the the ground a short distance away.
better it will suit ine. I would like to strike· a
"That's right, Mr. Pelt. What do you think of
grizzly."
them?"
'
"There ain't no grizzlies in these parts. I
"Not a whole lot. I never did have no use for
ain't seen one in years. But there's plenty big, heathens. That one there was helpin' to skin the
brown bears, the same as this feller shot," and bear, wasn't he?"
he nodded toward Cheyenne Charlie. "I reckon
He pointed to Hop, and Wild nodded in the
one of them kind would give you all the excite- affirmative.
ment you wanted.
"You no likee me?" Ho1> asked, rising to hi
"Well, I shouldn't want to get in close quarters feet and acting as if he felt injured over it.
with a big bear like that. But if I saw it in time
"Oh, I like yer as well as I do the general run
I'm quite sure I would bring it down."
of heathens, I s'pose. Don't think I'm tryin' to
"If I could shoot like you folks I wouldn't have insult yer."
much use for my traps. But about ninety per
"You velly nicee Melican man."
'cent. of what I gits comes from my traps. It's
"I s'pose there's a whole lot worse ones than
the easiest way, I've found."
I am," and Pelt shook his head as if he was in"Do you live near here?" Arietta asked.
different about it.
"Not more than a mile an' a half from here. · "Me likee you velly muchee."
I've g;ot a little shanty built under a bank, an'
"Hold on, heathen. I don't wtint no flatterin'
there's where I sleep an' stay when the weather words from yer. You ain't ·meanin' a word of
is bad."
what you say."
"And you live there alf alone?"
"Maybe you likee lillee dlop of tanglefoot."
"Yes, all alone. You're the first l)eople I've
"Tanglefoot, eh? You ain't got none, have
seen in three weeks."
yer, heathen?"
"And yet you didn't seem pleased when you
"Me gottee lillee bit, so be." ·
.
met us."
Y ounl? Wild West and his partners knew pretty
"No, I didn't, 'cause I thought you was inter- well that the clever Chinee undoubtedly had
ferin' with my business. But it's all right now. whisky with him. The fact was that he was
Go ahead an' hunt as much as you like. There'll seldom without it, for one of his failings was a
be enough l'3ft for me, that's sure."'
fondness for liquor, and he always made it a
"I'm glad you "have made up your mind to look point to stock up with a supply whenever he got
at it in this way," Wild said, noddinl? to him. where it was to be purchased. . Still, he was not
"I reckon you're all right, only ypu felt a little in the habit of g:iving much of it away, especially
jealous, and thought we mig;ht shoot or scare when they were · miles from a place where more
away all the big game."
'
. could be had. But it was easy for them to under"That's jest the way it was, Young Wild West. stand that Hop was going to play a joke on the
But I ain't feelin' that way now."
trapper, and not thinking an awful lot of Pelt,
At that moment a weird sort of howl came they decided to let him go ahead.
from the woods off to the right.
"You have got a uttle bit of tanglefoot, eh? -J.
"There's a catamount!" the trapper exclaimed, Well, I ain't had none in a dog's age. I wouldn 't
leapin,p to his feet excitedly. "I reckon· he's seen · mind buyin' a quart, if you could spare it."
the fire here an' is sneakin' up to find out what · "Me no gottee as muchee lat. Me gottee lillee
it means. It's gittin' dark now, an' a fire kin bit, so be. Me givee you um dlink."
be seen quite a long; distance."
Then Hop reached inside his loose-:.fitting coat
"Take it· easy, Mr. Pelt. If the catamount and pulled a half-pint flask from one of the
:wants to come here to investigate,.-let him come." l)Oekets it contained. The flask was about half

.
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full of some sort of liQuid, and it was natural what he has," he said, nodding to Wild, after he
that the trapper should think it was whisky. Hop had again wiped his mouth.
went and g-ot a tin cup, and then he poured about _ "Did you see him play a trick on you?"
three swallows from the bottle into the cup.
"No, I didn't see him, but he didn't give me the
"Me g-ivee you nicee dlink," he said.
same bottle, that's all. He took my dollar, though,
Nick Pelt grasped the cup eagerly and , prompt- an' I want it back."
,
ly swallowed the contents. It was whisky, all
"Hop, give him back his money," and Wild nodright, and it seemed to do him a lot of good.
ded to the Chinaman and looked rather sternly at
.
"My!" he exclaimed, "that tasts fine. Is that ~~
all you have got, heathen?" "Allee light, Misler Wild," was the meek re"Lat allee," and Hop held up the flask and tort, and then Hop handed a dollar to the man.
shook his head sadly.
Look out;-you don't get fooled again, Mr. Pelt,"
"There ain't quite a l!'ood drink left, but jf you the young deaashot advised. "Maybe that dollar
don't mind I'll -take the rest of it."
is a counterfeit."
Hop quickly put the flask back in his pocket . "Whattee mattee, Misler Wild?" Hop asked, in
and shook his head in the negative.
an injured way. "Me no cheatee. Me velly g-oodee
"See here, heathen," the trapper exclaimed, as - Chinee."
·
he· thrust his hand in his pocket, "I'll S?ive you a
Pelt proceeded to examine the coin. It wa,;_ a ,
dollar for what's left there. Whisky is a regular lead one, and a rather poor imitation, and he
medicine to me, an' I sorter need it jest now." quickly discovered it.
"You Rivee me um dollee?" Hov asked, as if ·
"Great wildcats!" he exclaimed. "It's a bad
_
greatly interested.
dollar as sure a., sin. What are you tryin' to
"I sartinly will. Here's your money."
·
He showed a silver dollar, and taking it fr-0m do with -me, anyhow, heathen?"
"Me makee .lillee mistakee, so be," Hop dehim, Hop bit it to make sure that it w·a s genuine. clared,
as he grabbed the coin from him.
Finding- it so, he drew a flask from his pocket.
Then he gave him the same dollar he had rf'It was not the same one, for the clever Chinee ceived,
and after assuring- himself that it was all
had a way of playinl? jokes, and he had been
right, Pelt put it in his pocket and came and
prepared for this very thing- before he had spoken stood
before our hero and the rest. c-about the tanglefoot at all.
a mighty funny heathen you have g-ot
"That's
"Takee um tanglefoot," he said, as if he . rehere," he said, shaking- his head. "He sorter
,
gretted parting with it.
The trapper took the flask, and it seemed to be made a -fool out of me, though I reckon it's all
it
about one-fourth full, the same as the other had. right. I had one good drink of whisky, an' to
· "I may as well drink it now," he said, as he makes me feel a whole lot better. I'm goin'mad
leave yer now. But don't think that I'll be
removed the cork. ·
jf you stay here a couple of days an' shoot what
Then he tipped the fl-ask to his lips and swal- game you want. Good-night."
lowed the contents almost at one g-ulp. The next
"Good-night." they answered, and then he walkinstant he gave vent to a gasping- cry and let
ed away and quickly disappeared in the gathering
the flask fall to the ground.
"Great wildcats!" he exclaimed, a s he spat upon darkness.
Once he was outside of t he camp, Nice Pelt
the ground and drew his face into all sorts of
shapes. "What's the matter with that stuff, any- turned and shook his fist savagely.
"All right, Young Wild West," he muttered.
how? That ain't whisky."
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, innocently. "We'll see how smart you are. You uphold the
heathen when he plays a mean trick on a feller.
"Maybe you gottee bad tastee in you mouth."
_ "Bad taste. Why, that stuff ain't nothin' but You'll git all the cat.amounts you want afore you
git away from this part of the country, an' I'll
\·inegar an' pepper. Wow!"
Then he spat some more, and wiped his mouth bet on it. The pelts you folks take away from
upon the sleeve of his shirt. -Cheyenne Charlie here could be carried in a letter. I'll go back an'
broke into a laugh, and, noticinl? it, Pelt be- tell Tom Vane all about it. I reck«Dn he'll fix
up -things.''
came very angry. ·
• Then he· st rode on through the dl\rkness and
"What are you Jaughin' at?" he ' demanded.
"At you," was the reply. "You make the blame- soon came to a sort of path that Ied upward
dest faces I ever see a galoot make. I thoui?ht among the rocks and trees. He ·continued on for
just about a mile and a half; and then came to a
you liked tanglefoot."
"That stuff ain't whisky," -declared the trapper, clearing where the ground was comparatively
level, though here and there big rocks were scatand then he glared at Hop in a savage way.
"You seemed to think it was when you took tered about and a few trees were (?rowing. A
fierce growl sounded as he turned toward the
the first drink," Charlie ventured.
"The first drink ·was all right, but _the second steep bank, and then a voice called out:
"Hello!"
one wasn't. It tastes jest like mighty sour vinegar with lots of pepper in it. That ain't no kind
"It's me, Tom," the trapper answered', quickly.
of stuff for a man to drink, even if he ain't feelin'
"Oh, g-ot back quick, didn't yer, Nick?"
well."
"Rather. But I thought it was about time to
"Velly stlange," Hop declared, as he picked up go. An awful smart lot of people they :u-e."
the flasJc and smelled the neck of it.
"Did you find out what Young Wild West was
·
All hands were smiling now, and Hop's victim . doin' up here?"
did not fail to notice it.
"Yes. They ain't after you. They jest stopped
"The heathen's played a trick on me, that's here to git a few skins to make ruga out of_
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They're on their way down into Texas, they
,
say."
"Don't you"believe nothin' like that," and then
the speaker came out of a rudely-built shanty that
could hardly be seen on account of the darkness.
"Young Wild West is always lookin' for outlaws,
an' people that's wanted by sheriffs. I'm wanted,
as you know, an' I've been hidin' with you her~
fn the hopes that it would die out an' I'd have a
chance to git somewhere so I could do business.
They've heard about me, an' they're after me, you
kin bet on it. We've got to git 'em, Nick. Young
Wild West ain't l?Oin' to leave this part of the
mountain a,live, an' his partners has got to die,
too. What becomes of the gals an' the two heathens I don't care, but the boy an' his two pards has
been marked by lots besides me, an' no one's ever
got 'em yet. I'm ,goin' to be the one to git 'em.
Come on in."
Another ,growl sounded from the side of the
shanty, but neither of the men paid any attention
to it, and entering the shanty, a light was struck
and they sat down at a table.

"Arietta," said Eloise, smilingly, as she picked

Ut> the double-barreled shot,l!'UJl she sometimes
used, "you're goinl!' after bie: game, but I'll con-

tent myself with trying- to shoot some birds, or
perhaps a rabbit."
"So "Vill I," Anna declared, as she ~ot out a
shotgun from the tent. "Small game will come fn
very handy. For .my part I would sooner have
a broiled bird than either venison or bear-meat."
"All kinds of game tal;lta good, gal," Charlie retorted, smilingly. "If you're gain' to do any shootin' on the fly, jest make sure that you have got
your bird covered afore you pull the trigger.
There ain't no use . in wastin' a lot of shot. I've
seen yer shoot putty good, so jest keep thinkin'
that you're goin' to git what you shoot at an'
you'll make a good record on this here huntin' trip
of ours.''
"I'll do my best, Charlie. It took me some time
to handle a gun, but I am used to it now, and I
can fire both barrels at once without flinching. I
know enough to keep the stock close to my shoulder, and that's the secret of it, for when one does
that the recoil can't be felt a great deal.''
"There ain't no need of :firin' both barrels at one
time, gal, unless you might come on a flock of
ducks in the open. If there's a. hundred or so of
CHAPTER IV.-The Outlaw and the Two
'em an' they raise in a bunch, it's all right to put
Chinamen.
both barrels into 'em. But when it comes to
Young Wild West did not think of following shootin' partridges or quail, one shot at a time is -.,,1
Nick Pelt when he left him in s11ch a hurried enough, an' you have ·got to be putty sure that
manner. But he was quite sure that the man was you have got your birds covered afore you fire.''
"I understand that,'' and his wife nodded laughstill much opposed to their being there, and that
he would endeavor to prevent them from shooting ingly.
Then as· they started away Hop picked up the
the wild animals that infested that region. This,
however, only made the boy more determined to shotgun and started to fo}Jow them.
"Say, Wild," the scout called out to the young
go ahead and do it. It had been settled that they
were to bunt for .bie: game for a couple of days, deadshot, who was leading the way with his
anyhow, and then proceed on their way south- sweetheart, "you ain't goin' to let Hop go with
ward. The evening was spent talking abo'Qt the u s, are you ? "
"No," was the quick reply. "There's no need
trapper, and when it came time to turn in, Jim
Dart took first watch, as usual, and the rest went of leaving Wing alone at the camp. He'll only
in the tents to get the sleep thev needed. But go to sleep and some one might come along and
the night passed quietly enough. Cheyenne Char- clean out everything we've got. Hop, you stay
.
lie relievinl? Jim, and Wild taking his place when with him.''
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman ,._
the time came.
·Shortly after daylil!'ht in the morning they we1·~ at once gave a nod and turned back and put the
up and stirring. They meant to do a lot of hunt- gun against a tree near the larger of the two
ing that day, so they wanted an early breakfast. tents.
Instead of having to wait for supper-time in order
He was a little disappointed, to be sure, but
to have his bear-steaks, the scout had them for the &ever Chinee always obeyed when Young
breakfast, and he ate so heartily that his wife de- Wild West ga:ve an order.
cleared that she could not ,understand where he
"Whattee mattee, Hop?" Wing asked, tantaput it all.
lizingly. "You wantee go velly muchee, and
"Tliat's all right, galt" Charlie answered, laugh- Misler Wild..no lettee you go. You stay with me.
ingly. "I always did nave a mighty good appe- Maybe we pl~y checkee, so be.''
tite. But when I R"it hold of some ,cood juicy
"Me play checkee for five dollee," Ho1> a nbear-meat, I eat a little more than usual. It's swered,
.
quickjy, b#ghtening up.
rather
I'd
there.
is
flavor
the
mighty tough, but
You no cheatee
~amee.
thlee
two,
play
"Me
of
chunk
tender
a
than
have a tough bear-ster.k
when you play checkee. Lat allee light.''
.
venison any time.''
"Me gottee no chance to cheatee when me play
thinks
who
"You're the only one in the party
my fool blother."
checkee,
laugh.
a
with
thaJ; way," Jim Dart retorted,
"Me knowee lat, so me play.''
"Bl!ar-meat is all right when I can't get anything
The board was laid out and the checkers placed
better."
"Every one to his likin', Jim. You go ahead upon it, and then the game between the two
in a
•a n' eat your old venison. I'm gain' to stick to Chinamen began. The first game resulted
draw. Then, as if it had just occurred to him,
the bear as long as it lasts.''
After breakfast all hands got readv tG go out Wing looked sharply at his brother ap,d said:
"Maybe we bettee pu e upee um fivee dollee,
on foot in search of somethine: that was worth
Hop.''
shootine: at.
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Bang! There was a loud report, and the air
"Lat allee -light," was the reply. "If you win
was filled with smoke.
me payee you velly muchee Quickee, so be."
"You puttee uppee 'you money."
"Hip hi! Lookee outtee," Hop shouted:
Wing was persistent· abqut it, so when he took
This seemed to bring Wing to his full senses,
five dollars from his pocket and laid it on the and as quick as a flash he ;-an to the nearest tent
and got hold of a rifle. While there had been no
ground, Hop Quickly did likewise.
The game went on. It proved to be a rather bullet in the chamber of the revolver, it was
tedious one, since the players were about evenly heavily loaded with powder and contained somematched. .Finally Win.I? made the wron.1? move thing that would make an awful smoke. It had
and Hop cleaned the board.
·
the effect that could be desired, unless it might
"You velly smartee Chinee, my blother," he have been that Hop intended to kill the man
said, mockingly, as he reached out to take the who called himself Tom Vane.. The villain staggered back and then ran as if for his life. , When
money.
·"Wait a minute, mv heathen friend," a gruff he got out of the smoke he turned and saw Wing
.._
voice spoke. "I sorter reckon that money belongs leveling a rifle at him.
"Now len, you bettee skippee velly muchee
to me."
Within a couple of feet of the two heathens quickee," Wing- called out, threateningly. "Me
was a man on his hands and knees. Undoubtedly shootee pletty stlaight, so be."
he had crept up while they were engrossed in
"Hip hi! Me shootee, too, so be!" Hop exthe game, and he had succeeded in getting within claimed, and then he banged away again with
easy reach of the ten dollars that lay on the the big pistol.
While Vane had a revolver, he did not seem to
ground. While the two were starin.1? at him in
be inclined to make use of it just then. Instead
amazement he pocketed the money.
"Go on and play another game," he said, coolly. he began backing hurriedly from the spot and
"Make it for ten dollars this time. The higher was soon lost to view behind a clump of rocks. •
"Evelythling allee light, my fool blother," Hop
the stakes the better I like it."
"You velly muchee surplisee," said Hop.
said, without looking at Wing. "Now leh, you
"Very much, eh? Well, that's all right. Go watchee. Me fixee um bad Melican man. Me
on and play another game. I like to watch you." velly smartee Chinee. If you see him you shootee
"Me no play some more," declared Wing, ris- allee samee velly muchee stlaight."
"Me do lat, Hop," came the confident reply.
ing to his feet. "Whattee you wantee, Misler·
The fact was that Wing was a much better
Melican Man?"
"You ain't goin' to play no more? Well, then, shot than Hop, and there was no doubt but that
suppose you hand over what money you've got? he would certainly shoot to kill should Tom Vane
I ain't been doin', no work in a putty long time, show himself again. Hop slipped around behind
an' I'm about l>roke. Come, now! There ain'l the tent, and began creeping through the bushes,
. so he might get close to where the man was congoin' to be no foolin' about this thing."
cealed. He knew very well that he had not gone
Hop was Quite equal to the occasion.
far, and bent upon frightening him away from
"Whatte you namee ?" he asked.
"I don't ·know as that makes any difference," the camp for good, he moved without making
came the gruff retort. "But to please you, I'll the least sound. It proved that he judged rightly,
say my name is Tom Vane. I'm a mighty bad for he had not gone more than twenty yards
man, too. I'm a regular robber, an' I've cleaned when he looked over the top of a stone and saw
out more Chinamen than you kin count on your the villain crouching behind a rock, revolver in
fingers an' toeii. Jest hand .over what money hand. His back was toward the clever Chinee,
you've got, an' then I'll help· myself to a few so this made it all the better. With a smile that
..lhings I need an' go away. Hurry up, heathens! was "child-like and bland," Hop squatted upon
I ain't got an awful lot of time, 'cause I've got the ground and then drew an oblon,1? object from
to fix Young Wild West an' his pards putty soon. his pocket, which had a short fuse attached to it.
They're up this way to git me, but I'll git them, It was nothing mor~ or less than one of the homemade firecrackers lie always had with him.
instead. Ha, ha, ha!"
Hop arose slowly to Yrls feet.
Brea\ing the fuse a little shorter, Hop struck
"Me no gottee plenty money," he declared, a match and then applied the flame to the fuse.
shaking his head and acting as if he was very The moment he s!w it was right he took a caremuch frightened. "You bettee go 'way, or may- ful measure of the distance and hurled the crackbe Young Wild West allee samee shootee you." er straight at Vane. It was a good sh.ot, for it
"I ain't afraid of that happenin', heathen. Don't struck him square in the small of the back, and
think you kin scare me that way. Jest you hand ·as it bounded from him the cracker exploded with
over what money you've got, an' be mighty quick a report that was as loud as a field piece.
about it. If you don't hurry I'll put a ·chunk of
"Ouch!" came the shout from the astounded
.lead through you. That's the way I do business." villain.
·
"Maybe you likee havee lillee smokee," Hop
The cracker made a lot of smoke, and Hop
said, blandly, doing his best to gain time.
could not see him. But he quickly gathered up
e pulled a big black cigar from his pocket, three or four stones and hurled them toward the
the face of the villain lighted up instantly. spot where he thought he must be. It happened
"Don't care if I do, heathen. It's been some that one of the stones hit the man somewhere,
time since I've had a good smoke."
and a, yell of pain sounded instantly. Then
He took the cigar, and as he did so Hop sud- hurried footsteps could be heard and the clever
denly drew the big, old-fashioned pistol he always Chinee knew he was running away.
,
had about him, and pointinll: it at the man's feet,
Crang! The sharp report of a rifle sounded
pulled the trig~er.
just then, and Hop knew that his brother must
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have fired. He hurried on around behind the
rocks and caught a J?limpse of Vane, who was
now runninJ? like a deer. Lyin11: on the l!,'round a
short distance away was his hat, and when the
clever Chinee picked it up he saw that there was
a hole through the crown.
"My blother velly 11:oodee shot!" he exclaimed,
noddinJ? his head in a pleased way.
Win.II.' came running to him just then, and seizing the hat he looked at it and then gave a satisfied shake of the head.
"Me shootee allee samee likee Young Wild
West," he declared. "Me puttee hole light thlough
um bad Melican man's hat."
"Lat allee light, my fool blother," Hop retorted.
shaking his hea das if it amounted to nothing.
"You shootee pletty stlaight, but you no smartee
likee me. Me makee bad Melican man lun likee
Samee Hill."
Then the two fell to arguing as to which had
done the most good, but they did not forget to
keep a sharp watch in. the direction the villain
had ta)cen.

like balls of fire, and unhesitatingly she threw
her rifle to her shoulder. TakinJ!' a quick aim,
the girl pulled the tril!,'ger just as Wild was going to shoot.
·
Crang! The report of the rifle ran11: out with
startling distinctness, echoing through· the hollow
below. A fierce yell sounded instantly, and then
the savage beast clawed in a desperate attempt
to keep hold upon the limb, and then Cfime crashinJ? to the ground. Wild stepped back so as not
to be in reach of the ~harp claws, for it might be
that the mountain lion was· only slightly wounded.
But when he saw it quiver convulsively and then
stretch out and remain perfectly still, he knew
that his sweetheart had not made a · miss of it.
"A mighty quick shot, and a good one, too,
Et," he said, nodding admiringly to her. "I reckon you got him right between the eyes. My!
but that's a fine specimen. What a nice ruJI; the
skin will make."
"It surely will, Wild," the girl answered, her
eyes sparkling- with delight. "I think I 11:ot a
b~tter chance than you did. You were almost
directly beneath the beast, and I was just back
far enough to get a g-ood sight of his head. I
CHAPTER V.-Wild and Arietta Find Plenty
aimed ri11:ht between the two eyes. We'll see if
To Shoot At.
the bullet really went there."
"Just an inch above, Et. But that's all rh1:ht.
The party of hunters kept together until they -It went crashing throug-h the brain, and that .,.
were about half a mile away from the camp. was enough to cause almost instant death. I ·
Then Young Wild West turned to his sweetheart reckon the catamount did not know what hit him.
and said:
Now then, we'll take care of the pelt ri2:ht away."
"Et, I reckon we'll strike out to the ril!,'ht. The
Arietta threw out the empty shell and replaced
rest can do as they like. They may keep toJ?ether, it with a fresh cartridge, and then sat down and
or divide, as they please."
watched the boy as he made preparations to
"All right, Wild," Arietta answered, with a nod. skin the catamount or mountain lion, as they are
"I want you to promise me to let me have the sometimes called.
·
first shot if anything shows up."
"Can't I help you?" she asked, when she saw
''I'll do that, all right, little gitl."
start at work with his keen-edged huntingAs the two turned to walk away they noticed him
knjfe.
that Charlie and Jim were talkin11: earnestly with
"You might hold out the beast for me," was the
Anna and Eloise.
reply. "It will make it easier and quicker for
"Going to keep together?" the boy asked.
me."
·
"I reckon so," Charlie answered. "The girls
She
quickly
did
this,
and
in
less than fifteen
think it best that the four of us stay together.
But that's all right. We'll shoot somethin', an' minutes the pelt had been removed and rolled up
so it could be conveniently carried. Wild tie,\
don't you forgit it."
"Go· ahead, then. Let Anna and Eloise look a piece of stout twine to it and slung it over his
after the birds. The rest al us are after big shoulder, and then the two were ready to look for
something- more. They soon reach.eel the level
game, you know."
•
Wild and Arietta turned up a natural ort of above, and finding it quite thick with bushes and
path that wound its way upward toward a wood- undergrowth, they pushed their way through and
ed table-land. It was one of th~ most picturesque had the satisfaction of coming upon a half-grown
parts of the Rocky Mountains, but the scene did bear. Wild was about ten feet ahead of his sweetnot appeal to the two just then. They must have heart at the time, and he did not wait to g-ive her
pursued their way fully a quarter of a mile ~hen a chance to take the first shot, for he saw the
just as they had about reached the comparatively • bear was makinJ? for a hole among the rocks
level ground above a low growl came to their that was very close at hand. His rifle spoke
ears. Wild quickly stepped before his sweetheart, sharply, and the bear tumbled over, kicked a
for he realized right away that the'beast who had little, and then went rollin11: down a little hill.
"Was it a bear, Wild?" Arietta asked. "I didn't
given utterance to the growl was very close at
hand. He looked quickly to a tree, the trunk of quite catch sight of it. I saw something- moving,
which was less than ten feet from him, and then and just then you fired."
"A half-grown bear. Et," was' the reply. "I
he saw somethin11: moving. It was the lashing
tail of some wild animal. The boy knew ri11:ht reckon we are having- pretty good luck. I haven't
away that it must be a mountain lion, and up heard any one else shoot yet, and we have each.
went his rifle with remarkable quickness. But bagged something."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth wften
Arietta had seen the animal, too. She was a few
feet behind the boy, and 11:ot a better view of it, two shots rang- out.
"Anna and Eloise!" Arietta said, Quickly.
since there happened to be an openinJ!' in the foliue. She saw two starinl!' eves that R'lowed "Shotguns made those reports, I'm sure."
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"You have got that right, little girl. I reckon
your ears are about as good as mine."
· "Oh, well, it's easy to distinguish the report of
a shotgun from that of, a rifle."
"Of course it is, to us; but I suppose there are
a great many who wouldn't know the difference.
But all right. They are shooting birds. Let them
go ahead. W.e'll have something to show them
when the proper time arrives.'~
tt took about as long to skin the bear ·a s it had
taken for the catamount, and when Wild saw the
plump-looking- haunches he shook his - head and
said:
"I suppose Charlie would like some of the meat.
But it's a little too much for us to carry."
"Couldn't you cut off the haunches and hang
them up somewhere?" Arietta suggested.
"Yes, we can do that. We'll do that, then."
Wild removed the two hind quarters from the
carcass, and then climbing a tree he sat upon a
limb while his sweetheart handed them up, so he
could hang them out of reach of any beast that
might be attracted .there by the scent of blood.
This having been done, Wild thought he might as
well leave the two pelts there, so he tied them
to the same limb, and then dropping- to the
ground, nodded for his sweetheart to come on.
They kept on across the level stretch, picking
their way through the underbrush. When they
came to a little hollow where the g:t:ound was
~ soft and yielding, the fres)l prints of a bear's
feet showed up plainly.
"Another bear, Et," the youn·g deaclshot said,
in a low tone of voice. "Do you think it worth
while for us to look for him?"
"Certainly, Wild," was _the reply. "We may
as well get all we can this morning. When we
have got what we want we'll quit and then get
away from here."
"All right, come on, then. You just keep about
ten feet behind me. By the looks of these prints
the bear is a big fellow, and I don't want you to
come in close contact with it."
·
"Oh, I'll take care of myself," the girl answered, laughingly. "I brought down the catamount
all right, anyhow."
_
The boy nodded, and then started to follow the
tracks of the bear. Into a thick clump of bushes
they led, and then it was easy for him to see by
the trampled Ulldergrowth the way the beast had
gone. For about a hundred yards the two continued on, sometimes being compelled to work
.Jiard to get through the 'tangled mass of vines
and shrubbery. But at length they reached a
sort of glade, and then not a little -to their surprise they suddenly came in sight of two bears,
both sitting upright and making a somewhat
<:omical sight. Even though they had made considerable noise in coming through the bushes it
.seemed as if the bears had not heard .them. But
this was no doubt due to the fact that both were
eating something which they were holdinir in
their paws,
·
Arietta gave a nod, and taking a careful aim
with,. her rifle, pulled the trigger~ ·
Crang! The report had scarcely sounded when
Wild's rifle spoke. The two bears, both hit, staggered like a couple of drunken men. Then the
one Wild had shot at fell prone to the g-roi&d,
while the other one went away, dragginir its hind
quarters.
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Crang! Arietta fired just as it was _g-etting into
the buiihes, and then the movements of the bear
ceased.
'.'I ~idn'~ ~et hi~ just right at the first shot,
Wild, Arietta said, as she ran into the _g-lade.
"But -the second one fetched · him all right."
"W~at's the odds, Et?" was the reply. "You
got him anyhow, so it matters .not if you took
half a dozen shots.''
·
Arie~ta had almost reached the bear she had
shot when she stepped upon a fallen tree which
was so rotten that it gave way beneath her.
She uttered a startled cry, · and then dropped
disappearing- from sight completely. Youn_g- Wild
West, not a _little alar~ed, ran to the spot and
saw a ya~mg hole right where the .e;irl had
dropped. . Hi_s face paled, and a. cry of dismay
came to his bps, for there was no tellin_g- just how
deep the hole might be. But he never once lost
his nerve, and as coolly as if nothing had happened he made his way around so he might be
able to peer down into the opening. Once at
the edge he looked below and saw nothing but
blackness. '
"Et, Et!" he shouted, at the tou of his voice.
There ,Y!Ml no reply. Then beads of perspiration came out µpon the boy's forehead. It seem•
ed as if his sweetheart had perished.
CHAPTER VI.:..:_The Outlaw Is Treated To
Another Surprise.
'fhe outlaw called Tom Vane was indeed _g-lad
to p;et away from Youn.I? Wild West's camp.
While he was really a desperate criminal, he was
not in the habit of being treated in the way he
had been by the two Chinamen. When the revolver exploded behind him while he was waiting
for a chance to get a shot at Hon and Wing, he
actually believed that he had been badly wounded,
and when he got away from the smoke and had
his hat shot from his head he did not look around
again, but kept on running until he fell almost
exhausted among some rocks.
,
"I reckon I'd better git. back to the shanty,"
he muttered, as he lav there panting. "Them
two heathens is altogether out of the ordinary.
Who would have thought that they could have
done all that? By jingo! I almost felt that
bullet scrape the top of my head when my hat
flew off.• An inch or two lower an' I reckon it
would have been ail.I up with me. I'll have to do
somethin' different the next time. · But never
mind. I'll ,cit square with them heathens."
_He arose to a sittin£ posture, and after a short
rest got ·upon his feet and made straight for the
shanty that was occupied by the trapper. Reaching it he found Nick Pelt absent.
"Ain't got back yet. . Well, that man is mighty
industrious. He said he was goin' out to look
after his traps. He don't like Young Wild West
any more than I do, though he ain't in for killin'
him. He's mighty willin' to divide what money
they've got after· I steal it, though. A tricky
feller is Nick. But," and he .shook his head in a
satisfied. way, "he's been a mighty good friend
to me. I don't know what I would have done if
I hadn't run across him when I was chased up
here in the mountains. They want me, an' they
want me bad, but Nick has give me all I want to
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eat, an' I've had the chance to git weli from a
wound in the arm. After I've fixed Younir Wild
West an' his pards, I'll be jest as good as ever
an' I'll strike out for business ag'in. I wonder,"
he resumed, in a thoughtful way, "if this crowd
has much money with 'em? Them two heathens
has got a little, that's sure, or they wouldn't be
gamblin' . . But what a funny way to gamble.
Usin' checkers to do it. That's what I call an
old woman's game. But it's all right, 'cause I got
ten dollars out of it."
Then he laughed lightly and began rummaging
about in the shanty to find a hat. There were two
or three caps that were roughly made from the,
skins of small animals, so he had to content himself with one of them.
"If I keep on I'll be lookin' jest like a trapper
myself," he remarked, as he looked at himself in
a looking-glass that he took from a little shelf
in a corner of the room.
Then he put away the gla§S and, with a chuckle,
went outside. Turning from the shanty, he passed
beyond a fringe of bushes and came to a stoutly
built pen that was about ten feet square. In the
pen was a fine specimen ·of a mountain lion. The
beast wagged its tail and showed its teeth. but
otherwise seemed to be pleased to see the man.
"You're a beaut, you are!" Vane said, shaking
his head. "You're tame, so Nick says, but blamed
if I'd want to git in t};ere an' pat your head."
The lion purred as it walked back and forth
in the pen, and with a nod of satisfaction Tom
Vane, the outlaw, turned a,nd went back to the
shantv. Going inside, he rummaired about and
found· an old newspaper that was discolored. No
doubt he had read it many times before, but feeling that he must do something to pass away the
time until the trapper returned, he sat down and
began to reacl. Suddenly it occurred to him that
one of the Chinamen at Young Wild West's ca!llP
had given him a cigar. He rememb~r.ed havmg
placed it in his pocket before the exc1trng events
that occurred there t()ok place. Feeling for it,
he found it. The cigar was cracked a little, no
doubt because the outlaw had done considerab~e
rolling upon the ground. But he decided that 1t
was fit to smoke, and lighting a match, he
promptly applied it to it and puffed away .. Turning a page of the paper over, he set his ~aze
upon a small article of news, and his face brightened as he did so. It was nothinir more or less
than an account of a hold-up he had himself made
near Santa Fe some months before.
"Does me good to read this," he said, as he
knocked the ashes from the end of the cigar, and
then began puffing away again. "I'm a man o~
great renown. I'm Tom Vane, the outlaw, a:n
proud of it. I'll bet--"
He did not finish what was upon thE: end of
his tongue, for at that moment the cigar e~ploded and a myriad of red spark~ filled the air
aro)lild him. Vane had seated himself )!PO~ a
lol!:' that was close to the shanty. It bemJ? 1ml)ossible for him to topple over backward, he
bumped hi s head hard, and t hen pitched the other
way.
.
h"
. "Great snakes!" he gasped,. as h e wiped
1s
eyes with his hands. "What will · happen next,
I wonder? Who done that, anyhow? Did them
blamed Chinamen foller me here?" .
Scramblin.11: to his feet he pulled his gun and

looked around excitedly. But there was no one
to be seen. A portion of the cigar lay at his feet,
and when he looked at it and -saw it had burst
and that the tobacco was ·sticking out all around
it, it occurred to him that the cigar had exploded.
"Ah !" he exclaimed, and a flash of anger shone
in.ai-iis eyes as he picked up the piece of cigar.
"That heathen gave me a loaded cigar. I've heard
tell of 'em, but this is the first one I ever had.
If I won't git even with him afore I'm many
hours older my name ain't ·Tom Vane, an' I ain't
no outlaw."
.
·
The more he thought about it the more angry
he grew, and ·he beg-an stridini? up and down,
swearing and repeating what he intended to do
to the Chinaman who had played the trick on
him. For fully five minutes he kept this iroing,
and then suddenly he happened to look toward the
shanty, and when be saw that the thatched roof
was on fire he · gave vent to . a shout of alarm.
No doubt . a spark from the cigar when it exploded had fallen upon the · roof, and it being of
a light material, it had become ignited.
"What in thunder will happen next?" he cried,
savag·ely. "The blamed shanty is afire. I s'pose
I'd better put it out."
It happened that. there was a brook within a
few yards of the structure, and seizing a pail
which was right near the door, ·he hurriedly got
some water and poured it upon the flames. But
it was too high for him to throw it to take good
effect, and · the flames kept increasing. A hoarse
cry ounded close at hand as he ran 'for another
pail of water, an<} then Nick Pelt, the tricky
trapper, appear~d on the scene.
"What have you been <loin,' Tom?" he shouted.
"The shanty's on fire."
"I know it is," was the reply. " I couldn't help
it."
"Who in thunder could help it, then?"
"Well, one of them Chinamen what's with
Young Wild West is responsible for it. Come
on, hurry up. Help me put it out."
The trapper used better judgement than Vane
had done. He quickly got .a stout pole and, leaninl!:' it against the roof of the shanty, clambered
upon it.
"Hand up that pail ·of water," he cried, excitedly.
Vane gave it to him, and then the flames were
quickly extinguished. '
"This is what I call a fine job," Nick Pelt
growled, as he crept over the roof to make sure
that every spark had been extinguished. "A bi~
hole burned in the roof of my shanty, an' you say
a heathen Chinee done it."
"I didn't say he done it; out an' out, but he was
responsible for it. I was down at Young Wild
West's camp a little while ago, an' one of the
Chinamen give ;me a cigar. I thought I'd smoke
i~ while I was waitin' for you to come· back, an'
the blamed thing- was full of powder an' it went
off. Some of the sparks must have fell on top
of the shanty an~ set it afire. I didn't know it at
the time, an'- first thing I did know about it, it
wae blazin' away like fury. But it's out now
an' I reckon the hole kin easily be fixed. Don't
worry about it; I'll do it myself."
"Wouldn't be a bad idea if you did do somethin' around here. I've been keepfn' you long
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enough now, expectin' all the time to git well promised to pay me well for takin' care of yer
paid for it. Here you comes along with not a here, an' I expect you to do it. Your business
dollar to. your name. I takes you in, an' you is that of a thief, an'· you're an outlaw what's
keeps promisin' me that as soon as you're able bein' hunted by a sheriff an' his men. If I was
to strike luck you're goin' to pa:r- me big. If vou good enough to take you in an' let you hide here,
went down to Young Wild West's camp you must I think I've done my ·part."
· "All right," the outlaw retorted. "Don't say
have struck luck. S'pose you whack up with me."
"I'll do that, Nick. There ain't nothin' mean no more about it. You let me have the rifle an'
about me. I got ten dollars an' a cigar down I'll fix the two heathens. Come on. Me an' you
there, an' I'll whack up with yer even. Here's is goin' to be good friends, as we always have
.., five dollars' an' there's half the cigar layin' on been."
The trapper gave -a nod that showed that he
the ground overe there. That's yours. Now
felt he had triumphed, and off they went on their·
then, I hope you're satisfied.
·
The trapper loo\ed at his in amazment, but villainous errand.
did not hesitate to accept the money.
"You got ten dollar1:1' an' a cigar by g~in', down
to Young Wild West's camp, eh? Why 1dn t you
CHAPTER VII-The Outlaw is Foiled Again.
git more?"
"I didn't have time, Nick. But never mind ntl'!'.
· Young- Wild West was on the verge of despair
I'm goin' to fix that roof. I'll tell you about 11;
when he repeatedly called the name of his sweetlater on."
But the trapper was too eager to wait any heart and failed to get a reply. His face was
length of time, so }le insisted upon it until the rather white, but he managed to retain his coolness.
outlaw related his experience at the camp.
"If I only had a rope!" he exclaimed. "That's
"Thunderation!" he exclaimed, shaking his
head. "I wish I had been with you. The two of where I made a mistake when I left the camp.
us could have got the best of 'em easy enough. Charlie always takes one with him, but I seldom
Tried to blow you up an' shoot a hole through do. No doubt Charlie is a big- distance from this
your hat, did they? Then you smoked a cigar spot just now, so he can't help me any. But I
one of 'em gave yer an' it bu'sted an' set my have got to g-et down in that hole somehow and
shanty on fire. This is what I call gittin' away find Arietta. I can't think that she was killed by
over the limit. I reckon somethin' has got to the fall. She may have fallen heavily enough to
be done mighty Quick. You told me you meant render her unconscious, or even may have a
to JZ:it every cent them people had, an' you wll:s broken arm or limb. But she isn't dead, and I
goin' to pay me well out of it. Here you only g1t know it."
As he gave utterance to the words his eyes
ten dollars, an' only had two Chinamen to deal
with. But I don't blame you, though," and he brightened, and then he turned from the hole and
shook his head thoughtfully. "I don't know as I looked about for something that might aid him.
A stout vme was growing- at the foot of the
would have wanted to stay around there v~ry
long after what they done. But don't you thmk steep bank. It ran all the way to the top and
it would be a good idea to go back there now? was easily as high as thirty feet. Whipping out
It ain't likely Young Wild West a-:i' the rest .o~ his hunting-knife the younp: deadshot ran to the
'em will be back afore noon. They re out huntm spot, and, selecting- one of the longest and stoutnot far away. I;ve heard a few shots fired al- est branches of the vine, he Quicklv cut it free
close to the root and then began pulling- upon it.
ready."
It held on tenaciously, but by repeated efforts
"You have · got the right idea, Nick. We'll go he managed to free it, and down it came, coiling
rjght away. Never mind about the hole ~ the like a monster snake.
"I reckon that's strong
roof. We kin fix that when we come back.
enough to hold the pair of us," he said, and then
Both were of the same mind now, and they he proceeded to test it. He found that it surely
promptly went in the shanty and made hurried was, and then he looked about for a means to
preparations to leave.
fasten one end of it so he might descend into
"It's too bad I ain't got a rifle," the outlaw the hole. It was a difficult taslc he had, but after
said, as he came out and saw the trapper armed about five minutes he managed to fasten the butt
with a long-barreled piece that was somewhat end of the vine into a crevice. He pulled upon
old-fashioned, but no doubt Quite serviceable.
it with all his strength, and found that it was
"I was lucky enough to git away with a good firmly wedged. Then he let the other end drop
gun an' a supply of cartridges. But I reckon into the opening, and without any hesitation prothat's all right. You kin pick off the two heathens ceeded to descend. There was so much vegewhen we git within. a couple of hundred feet of tation and vines hanging down into the hole that
the camp. Then I'll do the rest."
he had been. unable to see very far into it.
As he dropped through them and his feet sud"See here, Tom," and the trapper turned to him
and looked at him sharply, "I want you to under- denly came in contact with solid ground, a thrill
stand that I never done anything like murder of joy shot through his frame. Tearing aside
yet. You have, as I've heard from your own the tangled mass of vines and bushes, he was
lips. If them two heathens has got to die, you're able to see that the hole spread out on the left,
the one what's goin' to do the work. I'll let vou mid that there was solid rock there sloping
down 11t an angle of perhaps forty-five degrees.
have mv rifle, but I won't do it, that's sartin."
"I see now," he muttered, with a shake of the
"But you'll whack up, what we git from the
head. "She landed down here and then slid on
job, won't yer ?" was the sneeril\g retort.
"That's another thing. It don't make no dif- further. I'll just see if I can make her hear aie
ference tCJ me where :v;ou a-it your money. You now."
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Droppin,r upon his knees, he leaned forward

few strips of sticking plaster, and then gave the
girl a drink. He took one himself, and nodding
"Arietta, Arietta! Wbere are you?"
to her, said:
"Here I am," came a very faint renly.
"You stay right here and take it easy. I'll
"Hurrah!" the youn,r deadshot cried, leaping skin the two bears. -By the time I have done
to his feet not a little excited. But he quickly that you will be yourselj; again, a:i:id t}.J.en I
recovered from this;, and then leanin,r down again, reckon we'll go back to the camp, for I think we
he called ·out:
have about all the pelts vie can well handle."
"Where are you!"
"Don't think of carrying them all, Wild,'' Ariet- ,
"I'm ' coming·, Wild. But it's hard work to ta said. "We may get these to the spot where
climb u)'.) this steep place."
· we left the others. Then we'll leave these there,
The voice sounded much nearer this time, and too, and go to the camp. Of course we can take
the boy .auickly caught hold of the vine and then the •bear-meat with us .."
•
started down the descent. He · had not gone
"All riglit, little girl. If you want it that way
more than a qozen feet when he heard some one that's t e way it. will be done."
moving not far below him.
The boy then set at work, and after a while he
"Is that you, Et?" he asked.
·
had removed the skins from the tw.o bears that
"Yes, Wild. I am not making much headway, hAd been shot. It looked like a shame to leave
th.:mgh. I am so dizzy that I -suppose it makes so much m~at lying there to be eaten by the
it all the worse."
wolves or other animals that- might come along.
"Sta:,; right where you are, then. I think I
But they had set out for the purpose of getting
have something that you can reach."
skins to make rugs, and they -had succeeded adThen he pushed the end of the vin.e down and mira~ly so far, even though Arietta had met with
pushed it toward her. It managed to come within a thrilling adventure, and had injured herself,
the girl's reach, and catchinJ? hold of it, she called though not seriously.
·
out joy.fully: .
·
"I think I'll take the catamount skin with us,
"All right, Wild. -Now the,i, it will be easy for and
leave the others here, Et," Wild said, as he
me."
.
proceeded to hang up the two he had · brought
Up she came, and a few seconds later the young with him. The girl gave a no!!, and a few min- .,.,
deadshot could see the outlines of her form, dark utes later they were ready to ~ on. Wild carried •
as it was. He reached out and, catchin,r her by the catamount skin and one of the hams from the
the arm, dragged her upward, and soon the two half-grown bear while Arietta carried the other.
1
were standing in .the hole and lookinl? out upon
In this way tney continued on and soon came
what was to be seen around them. Arietta was in sight of the camp as it lay three hundred
very pale, and blood was tricklinl? from the side yards away.
of her head.
"I don't see anwthing of Hop and Wing,'' Ariet"Are you hurt, little girl?" the boy asked, as ta remarked, as she came to a halt and -took
a
be drew his handkerchief and wiped the blood good look.
away.
"No. I wonder where they are?" was her com"Not much, Wild. But I ,ruess I must have panion's reply. Just then Hop emerged from
been rendered unconscious. I don't knew how the larger of the two tents, and then both nodded
long I lay down in that dark place, but once I with satisfaction and continued on until they
thought i heard .some one calling. I tried my reached the camp. Wben they got there the found
best to answer, and then it seemed as ·if I went Wing dozing under a tree, while Hop stood waitto sleep. But at last I heard your voice and ing for them as though he was very glad
to see
recognized it. At that time I had just started them.
·'"\
to crawl up the steep descent."
"You comee backee velly muchee quickee, Mis"You're a brave little girl, Et. It seems t~t ler Wild,'' he said.
we had' to meet with some hard luck after havmg
"Yes, Hop I came a little sonner than we exsuch good luck in finding big _game. But it's all pected to •. ·Arietta got hurt a little, and we
right now. Stay where you are, and I'll lift you thought it about time to return."
out of here soon enough."
"Missee Alietta gittee hurtee," and the ChinaThen the · boy quickly clambered to . the- .solid man at once stepped forward and peered closer
ground above, and, reaching .down, pulled Arietta at tTte girl!s head, where the strips of plaster
safely out. The girl breathed a sigh of relief, showed.
and casting a look_ at the trap she had unexpect"Oh, it doesn't amount to anything, Hop," Ariedly fallen into, she shook her head and said:
etta answered, laughingly. " I fell into a hole
"I never would have thought there was any- and hit my head against a - rock, that's all. But
thin1r like that there. When I stepped upon th~ we had the greatest of luck in shooting, though."
rotten tree and felt it; the hole was nearly cov- ·
Then Hop suddenly held up his finger and
ered with bushes and vines. Yet -I could see an looked around as if he feared the approach on
opening, and down I went. -1 suppose I must an enemy. •
7
have struck my head when l wen_t down that long
"What's the matter, Hop?" Wild asked, rather
slant, for. · I don't remember anythin1r after that sharply, for he' knew right away that the Chinauntil I found myself lyin_g- at the foot of it."
man had something to tell.
·
"Never mind, little _g-irl. ~ Don't thipk anything
"Me and my fool brother havee bigee timee
more .about it: There'-s a brook over here, ano. here lillee while ago, so be. When you go away
we'll soon have you fixed up in good shape."
_w e play checkee. Pletty soonee um bad Melican
The boy took her arm and led her to the brook man comes long, and he takes ten dollee. H•
he spoke· of, and after carefully washinl? the wantee lob um camp, but me no lettee. Me makee
:wound, which was but a slight one, he applied a · bigee fireclacker go bang, one two mtiee, and mY

into the black openin,r and shouted:
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blother shootee hole in um man's hat. Len he
lun likee anythling."
"What are you trying to tell us, Hop?" the
young deadshot asked, rather sharply.
"Me telle um tluth, Misler Wild. Me goodee
Chinee. Me no tellee lie."
Wing woke up just then, and seeing the boy
and girl there, he hastened to the spot. He
started to tell his story, but Wild made him stop
until Hop had finished.
"So that is the truth, is it?" · he said looking
at Hop..
"Yes, Misler Wild."
"All right. Now let Wing tell us about it."
The cook started in rapidly in his pidgin-English, and what he said nearly corroborated Hop's
story, save that he took more credit of having
put the villainous man to flight than his brother
had given him.
,,
"Well, Et," Wild said, turning to his sweetheart, "it seems that we1re bound to have some
excitement outside of hunting, after all. I don't
know who this fellow can be, but it seems to nie
that we must have been gone nearly an hour. · It's
a wonder to me he didn't come back again and
try to shoot them while they were not looking.
But the chances are he will be here yet. The
best thing we can do next is to get inside the
tent and wait, for if he should happen to come
sneaking al'ound and see us he might change his
mind and l?O away a11:ain."
"All right, Wild, just as you say. 1 can busy
myself in the tent, for I have a little mending to
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"Wild,"! Arietta called out softly from the
other tent, "is everything all right?"
"Not yet. Stay right where you are and have
your rifle ready. There's a sneakin' coyote creeping up to the camp. No doubt for the purpose
of killing the Chinamen and robbing us."
Low as he had spoken, their voices must have
reached the ears of the intruder, for suddenly
Wild saw him turn and creep back again · a few
feet. Then he suddenly got upon his feet and
ran as if for his life. As Quick as a flash the
young deadshot took aim at the man's head and
pulled the triggei;, As the report rang out the
hat left the villain's head, and then he dis•
appeared behind some rocks.

CHAPTER VIII-Bird Shooting.
Knowing that Anna and Eloise wanted to get
the chance to shoot some birds, Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart started in a direction that would
lead them to quite a level tract that was partly
covered by low brush and 1?rass. This took them
slightly away to the left, so it was not long before they were easily a mile and a half away
from Wild and Arietta. But they made no mistake in going in that direction, for it was not
lonl? before a small flock of partridges or grouse,
as they were sometimes called, was started. Jim
and the scout let the l?irls do the shooting, and
when each brought down a bird at the first try,
all hands were exceptionally pleased
do."
continued on in the direction the escapArietta went into the smaller tent that was ingThey
had flown, and were not lonl? in startoccupied as a sleepinl? Quarters by the irirls, ing birds
again. Eloise missed this time, but
and Wild went into the other. Tll.e young dead- Annathem
brought down another, and, efated at her
shot reclined upon a blanket in a position t~at success,
she was eager to continue the hunt.
would permit him to look through .the opemng
about the center of the open space,
at the front of the tent.- Wing sat down under theReaching
scout suggested that Anna go with him to
a tree again, and was soon dozing away, but Hop the right,
while Jim an!l Eloise could move around
~ok a seat upon a tock and remained as though
other way.
,
he was on guard, holding a riffle in his hand. In the"Be
that you don't shoot toward us,
this way about half an hour passed. Then the and wecareful
sartinly won't shoot your way," Charlie
report of a rifle broke the stillness, and Hop
leaped from the rock and ran behind another said.
"That's all right," "Jim Dart answered, laughthat was close at hand, shouting as he did so: ingly.
"I'm sure I wouldn't do a thing like that,
"Stoppee lat! No shootee poor Chinee."
and I'll see to it that Eloise doesn't, either."
Wild picked up the rifle that was lying at his
Charlie and Anna moved along, picking their
side instantly, and pushing the barrel out of the way through the shrubbery, and when they had
tent, leveled it in the direction the shot had come been parted from Jim and Eloise for . about ten
from. He had seen the smoke, but as yet could minutes, they suddenly came upon more birds.
not discern the man who had fired the shot. But
Charlie knocked the head from one of them
ten seconds later he saw him as he crept from while it was yet upon the ground, and Anna
behind some bushes, making almost straight for blazed away with both barrels, bringing down
the camp. At first the boy was goinl? to shoot one and missinl? the other.
him, but that was not his way of doinS?: business,
"That's all right, gal," Charlie said, patronizand with a shake of the head he drew back the ingly. "You're doin' fine. It ain't s'posed that
rifle,
any one's goin' to hit a bird on the winl? every
"Hop,'' he said, softly, "you stay right where time he takes a shot."
"But I should have got the other one, Charlie,"
-,ou are. Where's Wing?"
,
"He gottee behind um tlee, Misler Wild,'' same his wife declared, with a shake of the head.
"That's all right; Go ahead an' load your gun.
the reply.
"All ri1?ht, let him stay there. The s1!eaking I'll go an' pick up the bird."
.
coyote who fired at you is creepinl? up this way.
He started in ,a direct line for the spot where
I reckon he'll get a big surprise if he keeps com- the partridge had fallen, and when he was about
half w&y to it he suddenly uttered a cry of suring."
Nearer and nearer the fellow came, and when prise and disappeared from view. Anna ran
he made sure that it was not the trapper, Wild for the spot instantly, and when she heard a
knew it must be the fellow who had tried to rob fierce growling and the sounds of a aisturbanc,
tM two Chinamen.
she beeame fri..l!:htened.
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"What's the matter, Charlie?" she called out, forked switch, Charlie carried them alona- and
as she ran a little closer.
let his wife remain ready for another shot. They
"Take it easy, gal. I've tumbled into a bear went on for 1Jrobably half a mile, and then half
pit, an' there's one here. It's one of them coJJ- a dozen partridges suddenly arose with the
founded traps belongin' to Nick Pelt, I s'pose. whirring sound that is so common to them. Anna
There! I've fixed him."
was just going to shoot at one of them when two
Sure enough, Charlie had tumbled into a pit reports rang out and one of the birds fell wounded
that had been covere>d with twigs and grass. If almost at the feet' o:£,.,the two.
he had looked sharply he would have noticed the
"Look out there," Charlie called out, for he
opening, for a half-grown bear had fallen into it could see a moving figure in the bushes. "Don't
so111e time before. He saw ,it too late, and the shoot this wav any more."
ins\.llnt he realized his predicament he brought
"Hello, Charlie!" came the reply in Jim Dart's
his hunting-knife into play and quickly dispatched voice. "Is that you?"
the animal before it could do anything further · "I reckon it is. I thought you wasn't goin, to
than to scratch his wrist. As he came out· _of shoot this way."
the hole, his wrist bleeding, his wife ran to him
"Well, Charlie, we ·didn't think you were here,
anxiously, and said:
that's certain."
·
"Oh, Charlie, are you hurt?"
Then Jim came ·into view, and close behind
"Got a putty good scratch, that's all, gal. But him was Eloise. Charlie picked up the partridge
I reckon I'll soon fix that up. The blamed cub and finished it by wringing the neck.
was full of fight, an' when he struck at µie ~e
"You took a shot at one with your rifle, -eh ?"
managed to jest touch my wrist with one of his he said to Jim.
claws. Jest you help me 1:1 little an' we'll · soon
"Yes, and I missed, too," was the reply. "Eloise
have it all right."
dropped that bird. She has killed seven."
Sticking plaster was quickly brought into play,
"That's putty _good. Anna has shot a few, too.
and soon the s~out declared his wris;t was .all , I reckon we'll have all we want for one meal,
right, and that 1t would not bother him durmg anyhow."
the continuation of the hunt.
The four kept together after that, and con"I s'pose I'd better leave the bear right where tinued hunting until they felt it time to get back
it is " he said, as he peered down into the nit. to the camp for dinner. It was then eleveir'
"He 'belongs to the trapper, sinc-i he made the o'clock, and they knew it would take them the
pit. But I wish he had tumbled in it himself an' best part of an hour to make the distance, for they
got scratched a little. That's what I call a poor had strayed away from the- spot considerably.
way of tryin' to make a livin'. There ain't no
Neither Charlie nor Jim were in the habit of
tellin' who's goin to fall in sich a place. S'pose getting lost, ~ven though they were in a strange
you had t11'mbled in. Why, that bear would have part of the mountains. They had marked well
scratched you all to pieces afore you knowed the direction they must take in order to get back
· what was the matter."
.
to the camp, and setting out in a straight line,
"I'm very glad I didn't, Charlie," Anna de- they reached it a little before twelve. They
clared, and the way she spoke told that she were not at all surprised to find Arietta there
thoroughly meant it.
with t:4e two Chinamen, but when Wild was now"So am I, gal. But comJ on. We had better here to· been seen they became a little curious.
both be a little more careful, 'cause their a'in't no
"Where's Wild?" Charlie asked, looking at
telling' jest how m'any pits there is scattered Arietta sharply.
around here. This is · tlfe huntin' an' trappin'
"He's been gone an hour now, and I think it's
grounds of Pelt, an' he sartinly seems to be doin~ time for him to return."
,
business on the whvlesale plan."
"Where did he go?
-<
They had no trouble in finding the dead. uar"He went to look for a fellow who came here
trl.dge, and they went on around in a circle, to rob the c.i.mp. This man wasn't satisfied after
sh<)oting every time they got a chance. Presently taking ten dollars from , Hop and Wing but he
a flock of birds resembling quail was started. came back again a little over an hour ag'o. Wild
They flew up in quite a ~unc~, and Anna firt:d shot a skin cap from his h ead, and then he deboth barrels at them, bringmg six of them. This cided to follow him up and see where he went."
so pleased her that she gave a cry of joy, and
"It was that blamed trapper, I s'pose," the
quickly joined Charlie in picking up the vame.
scout said, nodding his head a s if he was well
"I reckon we'll have a mess of birds, all right," satisfied, of the fact.
€harlie said, a broad grin on his f ace. "We'll
"No, it wasn't, Charlie."
have 'em fried in bacon grease, an' we'll have 'em
"What!''
broiled, too. Then ag'in, we might make a stew
"It was another man. From what Hop and
out of some of 'em, if there's too many. Wing Wing say, he gave his name as Tom Vane. and
has got plenty of onions, as well as potatoes, an' · said he was an' outlaw."
tllere ain't nothin' that sui~s me much better n?w
" The dickens you say! Well, I'll bet he's stouan' then thap an old-fashioned stew made with pin' at the same place the trapper is. I don't
plenty of oruons."
· take no stock in Nick Pelt, anyhow. He's what
"How about a can of tomatoes in it, Charlie?'' I call a tricky galoot."
his wife answered, smilingly.
"Wild thinks the same, Charlie. But never
"Yes, that puts a little touch to it, too. But mind. You can bet that when Wild comes back
you musn't forgit the pepper an' salt, gal. , That's he'll knov,,o all about the two men.' 1
the main thing.''
"Well, we'll wait till dinner is ready, an\ then
The two kept on talking in this way, and when if he ain't back I reckon I'd better go out an'
the birds had been gathered up and strung on a look for him. Here, you two heathens, jest .dt
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the feathers off of some of these birds. W e•re
goin' to have •em br'iled for dinner. Hurry up,
now, -'cause I'm jest about as hungry as a man
kin be."
Hon and Wini? Quickly took charge of the birds
that had been shot. All told, there were nearly
thirty of them, though some of them were Quail.
But they were all fit to eat, and fine food, at
that, as they well knew. The 1?irls lent their
assistance, and this hurried alona- matters. Then
Wini? kindled a fire, and after the birds had been
1>roperly dressed they were t>ut on to broil. Anna
busied herself in makina- up some biscuits, for she
wanted it to be a l?OOd meal. It was nearly one
o'clock by the time everythinl? was cooked t>roP·erly and the coffee had been boiled. Wild had not
returned yet.
"How lone- did he say he was a-oin' to be away,
Arietta?" the scout asked, showina- just the least
sign of uneasiness.
"He said he mi1?ht be back in an hour, but if
he was gone two not to think strange of it."
"Well, from what you said when we got here
it must be about two hours now."
"A little more than that, I should think," the
,tirl answered.
"All right. then. As hun,try as I am, I'm l?Oin'
to start ont to look for him afore I eat."
"I wouldn't do that if I were you, Charlie. I
think we had better l?O ahead and eat. There will
be plenty left for Wild. Wina- can save one of
the partridges and broil it when he .11:ets here.
first, and then I'll go with you."
"I was expectin' to hear you say you was l?Oin'
afore this," and Charlie smiled. But he did as
Arietta suggested, and they all sat down and ate
their dinner, looking: around every now and then,
expecting to see the young deadshot returning.
But the dinner was eaten and still there were
no i;igns of him.
"Come on, then, Arietta," Charlie said, as he
picked up his rifle. "I reckon we won't have no
trouble in findin' the way he went. There must
be a path around here somewhere, where we'll go,
anyhow."
Jim, Anna and Eloise made no objections, for
they knew it would be useless. Arietta had made
up her mind what she was goina- to do, and when
she did she always stuck to it. With a rifle over
her shoulder, Young Wild West's sweetheart
started after the scout, bent upon finding out
wh~t was detaining the youni:?' deadshot so long.
As Charlie had said, there was a path close at
hand, and they were lucky enuogh to strike it
befol'e they had covered a distance of more than
two hundred yards.
" Hel'e we are, Arietta," he said, with a nod of
satisfaction. "Now then, we'll jest foller this
along- an' see where it fetches us to. Don't make
no noise more than you kin help, 'cause it's most
likely we've .11:ot a putty tough man to deal with.
I know blamed well that Nick Pelt is a friend
of the galoot what robbed the two heathens of
the ten dollars."
Arietta gave a nod and kept close to him as
he picked his way along the rather rough path.
When they finally came to a soft patch of
ground they had no trouble in finding Wild's
foot-prints, as well as those of some one else.
"That's the way he went," the brave girl
whispered.
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"Sartin," was the reply. "Now then, we may
be putty close to where the trapper lives. We've
got to be mighty still like."
A couple of hundred yar s further on they suddenly heard a fierce ,trowlina- and loud voices.
"There ·yer are!" Charlie exclaimed, in a hoarse
whisper. "I reckon somethin is goin' on. Come
on, Arietta. Most likely Wild's in trouble."

CHAPTER IX-Sam $pelter Arrives.

It was but natural that Young Wild West
should have the inclination to follow the man who
had fled in such a hurry. He felt that his sweetheart would be perfectly safe at the camp with
the two Chinamen, so taking his rifle he set out
and soon itot upon the fellow's track. Meanwhile, Tom Vane, for it was he who had fired the
shot at the Chinaman and then discovered that
the two heathens were not alone at the camp,
was not long in getting out of the way. When
he had the fur hat shot from his heat he was not
a little frightened, but he kept on running and
soon joined the tricky trapper, who had chosen
to wait at a safe distance for him.
"What's the matter, Tom!" Nick Pelt asked,
looking at him in surprise. "I heard two shots ,,.an' I figured it out_that you must have got the
.
Chinamen."
"l Jl'Ot nothin', Nick," was the reply. "Come on.
I reckon if we don't itit away from here in a
hurry both of us will be filled with lead. YoungWild West is at the camp. I've had a hat shot
from my head twice now, an' I don't want to
run the chance of lettin' it happen ait'in."
· The trapper turned deathly vale, but he took
the cue, and away· he bounded along the path,
making straight for the shanty.
He led the way the entire distance, and when
the two arrived there they were almost winded.
"Do you s'pose he would :f'oller us here?" Nick
asked, when he had partially recovered his breath.
"It's more than likely, ain't it? You oughter
know what sort of a kid Young Wild West is."
"I don't know much about him. You seem
to know a whole lot, though."
"Well, I know enough about him to feel sartin
that he come up in these parts lookin' for me.
But he ain't goin' to git me, thcfugh, Nick, not
alive, anyhow."
"I'll stick to you Tom. I told you that I had
never done anything in the way of murder, an'
I ain't goin' to do it now. But I'll stick to yer.
If :you feel sarti.n that Young Wild West came
up here to git you, it's most likely that he would
take me, too, if he could. Jest 'cause I've harbored you here would make it appear that I was
as bad as you, an' they would lock me up in iail,
too. I'n goin' to protect myself, 'cause I'm an
honest man, an' I make my livin' by trappin' an'
sellin' hides."
"That's the way to talk. You have got the
right to defend your own ,household. It ain't
much of a house, though," and the outlaw smiled
slightly as he looked at the apology for a home.
Nick went inside, but soon came out again, and
shaking his head, said:
"I don't s'pose it would do us any good to stay
in there an' fight it out if Young Wilcl West ,w.me
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in sight. Bullets will go through the shanty jest
as if it wasn't nothin' more than paper, an' most
likely we would git plugged. I reckon we had
better stay out here an' keep a good watch. I'm
goin' to stay right ,at the front at the corner
here."
"An' I'll squat right alongside of yer. I wish
I had a rifle, though. It's blamed strange to
me that my pard ain't got here afore this. He
said he was sartinly g-oin' to foller me, an' he
knew where I was goin.' He would have a rfle,
I know, 'cause he had a chance to git away easy,
since nobody was lookin' for him."
"I've sorter give him up, Tom. I did look for
him for a whole week, but when he didn't show
up in that time I made up my mind that he must
have gone somewhere else; or else the sheriff had
got him. What did you say his name was?"
"Sam Spelter, an' a mighty good feller, too.
He would die fightin', an' I know if he was here
he would tackle Young Wild.,West an' his pards
in any kind of fashion."
Curious things happen sometimes, and this
seemed to be one of them. Before the trapper
could make a reply to what his companion said
there was a growling in the bushes a short distance away, and then a man came into view. He
carried a rifle and appeared to be in a ragged
condition.
"Jumpin' cats!" exclaimed Vane, leaping to his
feet. "If there ain't Sam Spelter now. What do
you think of that, Nick?"
He was just about to give utterance to a shout
when the stranger held up his hand warningly.
Vane and the trapper were astounded, but they
remained perfectly silent, and when the torn and
ragg-ed man stepped up to them and put out his
hand, the outlaw shook it warmly and then actually embraced him.
"Where have you been so long?" he asked, in
a whisper, as the newcomer again motioned
silence.
.
"I was hunted putty. hard, Tom," was the
reply, in a low tone of voice, and then the man
looked furtively over his shoulder. "But keep
still. There's a feller hidin' out there an' watchin'. Most likel. he's after you."
"What's that you say?" said the trapper, excitedly. "It must be Young Wild West.''
"That's jest who it is, Nick," Vane retorted.
"Keep still. Now then~ I reckon we'll git that
kid-an' we'll make an example of him, too. Who
would have thought that he would have · come
jest at the time we most needed him?"
"Keep cool, Tom," advised Sam Spelter. "I'm
half starved, an' all fagged out, but I've got
my wits about me yet. If there's somebody here
after yer you have got to keep cool. I'll help yer
git him, an' you kin bet on that. I know jest
where he is. He ain't more than a hundred feet
from here, an' he's lookin' right this way. Of
course, he's seen me, but that don't mean nothin',
'cause he didn't see me afore. If he ain't never
been here afore he won't know but what I belong here, an' I've been around all the time."
"Let's all go into the shanty an' make out that
we don't think there's any one around," suggested
the trapper. This seemed to be a good idea, so
the others followed him into the shandy. Sam
Spelter ·was right when he said Youn,r Wild West
·was watchinl!' when he .ioined the two at the

shanty. The young deadshot, not having seen
Spelter before, was considerably surprised when
he so suddenly appeared and made motions to
the others' for them to be silent. Mystified, the
young deadshot took it all in, though he of course
could not hear what they said. He had reached
a spot that was a little higher than the side of
the rickety old shanty, and could see plainly the
front and one side of it.
"Seems as if that fellow has been away for
some time,'' the boy muttered, as he gave a shrug •
of the shoulders. " But they're both mighty pfad
to see him, that's sure. I wonder how -many
more rascals there are hanginiz- around here. The
fellow who was talking with the trapper when
I first go here is certainly Tom Vance, the outlaw. Who the other is I have no idea. But I
reckon I'll find out.''
When the three went into the shanty the boy
waited fully five minutes, and then as· they did
not appear he took the risk of creepinlZ' u-p a
little closer, so he might overhear . the conversation inside. He did not sto-p until he was
within fifteen feet of the structure, and then
crouching behind a rock to the foot of the vinecovered bank, he strained his ears to listen. A
conversation was · beinlZ' carried on inside the
shanty, but it was in very low tones. Presently
he managed to hear the trapper say something
about the m~mber of pelts he expected to take
away with him at the expiration of .the hunting . ,
season. • Then the rattlinll.' of tin was heard, and
another voice said Quite loudly:
"This grub tastes mi,g-hty 11:ood. It's the first
square meal I've had in Quite a few days. Venison stew, eh, boss?"
"Yes, that's what it is," the trapper replied.
"Go on an' fill up. It will do you ,rood. Grub is
somethin' that ain't lackin' here, an' potatoes an'
things to last me a ~ood while yet, but the first
time I go down to the settlement I'll llit .some
more."
"You oughter have a horse or a donkey.''
"I know I had. Maybe I'll l!'it one some day.''
The conversation kept on in this strain, and
Wild could hear one of the men eatinlZ" ravenously. Never havinlZ' heard the outlaw's voice,
he · did not know who it was talkinlZ" with Pelt. But as he listened he was satisfied that there
were only two men doing- the talking. He expected to hear them saying somethinlZ' about what
happened down at the camp, but when they did
not he decided that it was about time for him
to go back and report to Arietta. It was not
quite noon yet, so he did not expect to have the
chance to tell Charlie and Jim. But havinlZ' made
up his mind what to do, he turned to creep back
along the foot of the bank. Just then a human
form leaped upon him and the boy was thrown
violently upon his back.
"Come on out, boys, I've J?ot him!" an exultant
voice exclaimed. It was Tom Vane. He had
slipped out through the only window the shanty
contained while the young deadshot was watching the front of it·, and with cleverness had managed to creep around behind him and g-et within
reach of him. Taken at a disadvantage, the boy
could do really nothing. The villain had seizecl
him by the arms, and one of his legs was bent
under him. Still, Wild made a desperate strug-1rle, and he mi2ht have irot the best of his a.a.
/
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sailant if the other two vJUains had not suddenly come up this way in search of you," the boy declared, "What makes you thbik that?"
appeared on the scene.
"You're a trump, Tomi" the trapper exclaimed,
"Because I've heard all about you, Y oun_g- Wild
exultantly. "You have got Young- Wild West, the West. You're always huntin' around afte11 them
that's wanted bv a sheriff. You think it's smart,
kid you have been so anxious to Jrlt hold of."
d
He did not off'er to lend any assistance, how- too. I've met Quite a few in my time that's
ever, but the other villain did. He pounced upon me all about you. But here's where your fun is
the strug_g-ling boy, and between the two of them goin' to stop. You .have got to die.''
"I wouldn't wait for the lion to git hungry if
they soon had him disarmed and his hands tied
I was :you," suggested Nick Pelt, with a shake
behind him.
"ThereP• exclaimed the outlaw, pantingly, as of the head. " Don't you s'pose Jrls two pards
he arose to his feet. "I reckon it's all right now. will be lookin' for him afore long?"
"No, I don't s'pose ·anythin' of the kind.
The kid hi as strong as a lion, an' he sorter had
me goin' my best for a minutes. You fellers wasn't They're out huntin' somewhere, an' it ain't likely
in much of a hurry, was yer? And, you" turn- they'll git back to the camp much afore noon.
There's only two Chinamen an' a gal there. I
inu_g- to Pelt, "didn't off'er to lend a hand."
seen 'em all jest as I was runnin' behind a rock
"It ain't none of my business," the trapper re- when
he shot at me. The gal will stay there,
torted, . with a shrug of the shoulders. "I ain't most likely,
an' so will the Chinamen, of course.
got nothin' agin the boy, an' I don't know as I But if the J1:al
happens to come up this way to
oughter do anything to him. You have got the look for him she'll be welcome. I }est dote on
privilege of doin' what you like. You know putty gals, I do."
.
that, so go ahead. If you kill him, I won't say a .
The scoundrel laughed harshly and nodded his
word, though of course I'll look the other way." head
to the helpless boy.
"I ain't goin' to kill him jest yet. I've got · "Someaningly
your name is Tom Vane, eh?" Wild said,
somethin' better than that in my mind. Of course, just as coolly as if -he had been free and had the
he's goot to die, but I want to fix it so it will hap- best of the situation.
.
pen without me doin' it. How about your tame
"I reckon it is. How well you know it. You
lion, Nick?"
heard all about me in Santa Fe or some other
"I reckon he ain't verv hungry jest now," was place didn't you?"
the retort, followed by a dry sort of laugh.
"I 'told you a few minutes ago that I never
"But he kin be stirred up a bit, can't he?"
heard of you before. I told the truth when I said
"Oh yes if you've a mind to wait till noon it. But it's all right. You can believe anything
it'll b~ feedin' time for him. Then I reckon he'll you like. You have got me dead to rig-hts now,
be ready to eat the boy alive."
and if you're going to kill me, I can't lift a hand
That was not pleasant to the ears of the help- to prevent it. But I am not ead yet."
less young deadshot. He knew right away that
''Not yet, but you soon will be, Young Wild
at least two of the men were ready to do any- West. I'm a desperate man. If I happen to
thing. But the way the trapper act~d made him git caught, I'll be hanged in a hurry, an' I know
detest- him and feel as if he would like to clutch it. I s'pose there's enough ag'in me to bani!." me
him by the throat and half strangle him.
two or three time an' send me to prison for about
"See here, Nick Pelt," he called out, as he turn- a hundred years. But they ain't got me, an' they
ed his eyes upon the tricky scoundrel. "I reckon never will git me alive. The older I grow the
you're just as bad as the others. If there's the worse I git."
smallest part of a man in you you'll make them
"Fetch him inside the shantv," suggested Sam
untie my hands and let me go."
Spelter. "What's the use of talkin' with him,
"What was you sneakin' around here for, any- anyhow? He's doomed to die, an' that's all there
how?" came the reply.
is to it.''
"To find the fellow who was trying to rob
"You hadn't better take him in the shanty,
our camp."
'cause I ain"t havin' nothin' to do with this," spoke
"Did you find him ? "
•
up the trapper, shaking his head.
"I reckon I did. That's him right there," and
"Huh!" exclaimed Spelter, "you're tryin' to
Wild nodded at Vane.
make out' that you're innocent, eh? Well, we'll
"You guessed it jest right, kid," the outlaw dral!: him up to the side of the shanty, then, an'
retorted. "Then two heathens down at the camp tie him so he can't l?'it away. You· ain't got no
sorter got the best of me, an' then you had to objections to that, have yer?"
take a shot at me the second time I went down
"Not in the least. But I don't want him in the
there. But I was a little too cute for yer. .J. shanty."
heard somebody talkin' in -the tent, an' I jest
"Let Nick have his way about it," said the
turned an' started away."
outlaw, and then he stopped, and seizing Wild by
"I know you did and I could easily have shot one of his arms, forced him to g-et upon his feet.
you dead. But I don't do business in that way.
The boy might have made an attempt to g-et
I never yet shot a man unless there was no other away, even thoug-h his hands wer~tied, but he
way out of it.>•
realized how useless it would be, for he would
"It ain't my fault if you didn't shoot me. But not be able to run far before h~ was overtaken.
I reckon you'll never Jrlt a chance to take another
He submitted to b~ing- led a1ound to the side .o f
shot, not in this world, anyhow. I know what the shanty, and then when Vane went inside and
you're up here for. You're lookin' for me. May- came out with a stout rope he made no resisbe there's a reward offered for me, an' you want tance as it was tied about his waist and then
fastened to a beam of the struciltre.
to git it."
I
"That's good enough, I reclrnn," Vane ob"I never heard of you before, so I couldn't have
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'served, with a satisfied nod. "One of us kin keep
a watch on him all the time. We'll jest wait for
the lion to Jl:it hungry, I want the kid killed in
that way. If it was one of his pards, I wouldn't
c.are, but since he's been sich a pest to men like
catame he deserves bein' tore to pieces by
·
mount."
Wild listerted to it all without sayinll: anything.
His only hope was that Cheyenne Charlie and
Jim Dart might come back that way and find
out how he was situated. Then it would be quite
an easy matter to overcome the villains and set
him free.
He sat upon the g-round, listeninll: every time
lie heard the report of a rifle or shotgun. But
each time they came from such a manner that
he knew they were not Jl,"ettinll: any nearer to the
shanty.
"How do you feel now, Sam?" the outlaw said,
as he nodded to his pard, who had taken a seat
a few feet from Wild and was constantly puffing
away at a pipe.
"A whole lot better. I s'pose I could have eat
a little more, but I'm willin' to wait till noon.
Putty snug- up here, _but I'm so'rry I found there
,
was any trouble J?oin' on."
"You don't call this trouble, do you?" and Vane
nodded toward the helpless boy.
"Well, I don't know what else you kin cali it. It
would have been a whole lot better to find you
here with no one around to interfere."
"Young- Wild We:;t has interfered all he's ii:oin'
to. He's g-ot a couple of pards somewhere
around, an' there's a youne; woman an' two e;als
an' a couple of heathens. They've got jest asfine a campin' outfit as I ever set eyes on, an I
reckon that's goinl!: to be ours."
"Got any money with 'eµi, do you s'pose ?"
"Oh, yes. They s~rtinly must ~ave. ( never
thought about that. Maybe Youne; Wild West
has got a little right here with him."
Then the outlaw stepped over and bea-an feeling;
through Wild's pockets. He found about three
hundred dollars, and as he counted it over he
nodded with ,.rreat satisfactj9n. Then he took
the boy's waj;ch and chain and placing; them in his
pockets, said:
"That ain't so bad. If they've all ,rot as much
as that, it will pay us pretty w~ll, I reckon. But
what do you think, Sam? The two heathens. I
was speakin' about was playin' checkers for five
dollars a game when I sneaked up to the camp
the first time this mornin'. I got up close enough
to git the ten dollars, an' then they· got the best
of me by settin' off firecrackers an' shootin' at
me. They sartinly did make me run, an' I ain't
ashamed to say it. The next time I went there
Young Wild West was there waitin'' for me. He
shot my hat off; jest the same as one of the
Chinamen did afore, an' I never stopped runnin'
till I found Mick, who was waitin' for me an' then
we kept right on till we got here. The funniest
part of th~ whole thing is that we ,was talkin'
_
about you Jest when you showed up.'
"Oh, I'm somethin' ~ike a bad penny; I'm ~ways bound to turn up," Spelter answered with
a grin.
Then he touched Vane on the arm and added:
"Say, "how about that money you jest put in
your pocket? Aint you goin' to sorter divide

a

1&11 ?."

"I'll divide after we've got all there is to be
found."
"Oh, all right."
"I'm goin' to ,rive Nick some for his trouble,
too. I promise him that." •
"S'pose you pay me now," suggested the trapper earnestly. -"I was watchin' you count that
money, an' I reckon there must have been about
three hundred dollars there. You g-ive me a hundred an' fifty an' I'll call it square, no matter how
'
much more you g-it."
"Oh, no, Nick. It might be that somethin' will
happen so we won't git no more. Then I'd be
out."
Nick Pelt said no more, but it was easy to tell
that he was i:;omewhat disappointed. · He soon
went into the shanty and made preparations for
t~e noond_ay meal, while the other two sat \>Uts1de keepmg a watch upon Wild and their sur_ ·
roundings as well.
CH~PTER X-Young Wild West Triumphs.
It was decidely unpleasant to sit' there bound
and helpless, but the young- deadshot had been
placed in a similar position so many time before
that he was not altogether unused to it. He
had no idea, though, that he was going to be
killed in any fashion, much less to be torn to
pieces by a savage mountain lion. The fact that '
his captors_ meant to wait until- the lion g-ot hungry e;ave him great hope. As he had told Arietta
he would surel:1; return within two hours, he fig'ured that Charhe_ and Jim might g~t their in time
to prevent anything worst happenmg. The trapper bustled. ab.out in the shanty and soon the
odor of _frYlDJl: meat came to the boy's nostrils,
. Then 1t was not l?ng before he could smell boillDJl: co_ffee. He !}Oticed that the man called Spelter sruffed occas1onally, showinll: that he was stil.I
hungry, seven thoull:h he had eaten heartily not
lon,r before. But he kept on conversing with
the outlaw, and they talked of the time they had
passed throu~h. The minutes flitted and noon
al; length arrived.
"Hungry, Tom?" Pelt called out from the door
of the shanty.
::well, rather," was the reply.
How about you?" and he nodded to spelter.
,.. "Oh, I'm jest about as· hungry as I was when
I first Jl:Ot here," <was the reply.
"Well, come inside. I've. got three smashin' bigsteaks of venison all fried nice an' brown. I've
got some corn cakes which I'm bakin' in the
as~es, to?, an' , there's two or three potatoes
apiece !iPlece an plenty of coffee. I reckon what
I'm gom' to give you no~ will taste a whole lot
better . than the cold veruson stew you had first
off."
"I reckon so. You're all right, Nick Pelt. Most
likely you're a mighty good cook."
"About as good as the general run of 'em. As
I said afore, I always see to it that I've J?ot plenty
on hand when I':rp.. up here on my huntin' ,trounds. !.
I told Young- Wild West an' the rest of 'em visterday that this here land belonged to me, an' I
didn't want no one else to hunt on it."
"What did they say to that?" Spelter asked
·
·
curiously.
"Oh, they laughed at. me, .an' told me they wa11
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_goin' to stay here just as long as they liked. But d_inner: rn · wl:tch the kid. You kin bet your
after a while," he added, with a shake of the bfe he won't git away,J1ot while I'm here."
head, "they said they was only goin' to git a few
Then the villain pulled a g_u n and turned the
sKins an' then go on. They're headin' down to muzzle toward the helpless boy. But Wild did
the Rio Grande, so they say."
not even :flinch:
·
"That's a mighty long ways from here. When
"He ain't afraid of a gun, Sam," the outlaw
do they expect to git there?"
. , declared with a sh~ke of the head. "He acts as
"I don't know. I didn't ask 'em. But come m.' though.he ain't afraid of nothin'. But we'll soon
"I won't go in," declared Tom Vane. "Sam kin see a big change come over him. Wait till after
--go ahead an' eat first. Then he kin•come out here I git my dinner."
•
an' watch the kid while I'm eatin'."
Then he went on inside and Wild could hear
"I reckon I kin wait longer than you kin," Spel• him talking with the trapner as he ate. The
ter spoke up. " Go ahead; Tom, an' eat your minutes went slowly now. Wild fhrured ,that it
dinner.''
was considerably past twelve o'clock, and he
"No, you go on. I ain't in no hurry."wondered if Charlie and Jim had. yet started to
So soon Wild was guarded by the outlaw alone. look for him. He had been away from the ·camp
· Tom turned to him after a while and said so long that he thought it :inost certain that thev
mockingly:
·
!J.ad, for Arietta was not the girl to remain long"Gittin' hungry, Young .Wild West?"
in suspense. By and by trapper came out and
"Not very," was the reply. "I reckon I can squatted near Spelter:
wait till I get back to the camp."
"Do you know what I've been thinkin' ?" he
"Oh, you kin, eh? You don't mean to say that said 1n a low tone of voice as he shot an uneasy
you're thinkin' you'll ever git back to your camp, glance at the prisoner.
do you?"
"What have you been thinkin' ?" Spelter asked .
. "I certainly do think that way. . I'\l be back
"That it might go hard with me if it was ever
there in an hour, or pretty close to 1t.1
found out that I harbored you an' Torn here an'
· "You will, ·eh? It does me good to hear you let you commit murder."
talk like that, 'cause I jest want to show yer how
"Who's goin' to know anything ahout it?"
much mistaken you· are. I'd like to keep you
"Well, you don't mean. ·to kill 'e_m all, do you?"'
~live for two or· three days without givin' you
"I don't know anythmg about that. Tom is
anything to eat, but I'm goin' to wait until after the boss. But I'll say right now, Nick, that I
we've had dinner, an' then we'll let Nick's pet don't want to have nothin' to do with them gals.
lion claw you to pieces. That animal is a beaut. I wouldn't min_d shootin' the two heathens, if they
You oughter see him."
l>Ut up .any kmd of a fight, but when it comes
"Where is he?" the boy asked coolly.
to the gals, I'm out of it."
"Right -the other side of the shanty in a pen.
"So ·am I. I think the best thing- we kin do is
Ain't you hea"rd him growl?"
to let tne lion claw the kid a little, an' then make
"No I haven't."
him promise to go away from here an' not bother
' I s'pose there ain't nothin' strange a b out us ag•m· ."
"Well,
that. Most likely he',s been sleepin' all the morn•
A smile fitted over the face of Youne: Wild
in'. J·e st wait a minute an' I'll go an' stir him up West when he heard this. Neither of the villains
a bit."
were looking at his at the time, so they did not
notice it.
•
·
· • ·
Evidently the villain thought he could take the
risk of leaving for a minute, for he · Quickly ran . - ·''We,'11 wai·t an , ,~ee w h at T om h as to say about
around to the other side of ,the shanty. Then it. Arl:~g\t\?1~!• :a~:l~~-said after a pause.
-. Wild heard a savage growl, and he felt th at it
"Ifow about the lion, Nick?" he asked, coming
was really true that there was a mountain lion right to the point.
in captivity there. He strusrgled viotently to
"I reckon he must be putty hungry now,' was
free his hands, but it was of no avail. The knots the reply. "Are you iroin' to put the boy in the
had been made secure, and he was utterly help- pen- with him?"
less. Back came the outlaw, a sardonic grin on
"I s'pose we'll have to. We can't fetch him
his face. "I reckon you heard the lion that time, out, kin we?"
didn't you, kid?" he asked.
"Oh, yes, I kin put a rope around his neck an'
"I'm.not deaf, so I must have heard the grow- handle him jest as if he was nothin' more than
ling," was the reply.
a big dog. You see, I brought hi:m up from a
"Mighty cool about it ain't yer ?"
very small cub. He'll mil)d me all right,"
nd
"I fi~d that is the best way to be u er such
"S'pose you fetch him out an' tie him to a
circumstances."
tree, then, so Younir Wild West kin have a look
"Oh, you do, eh? Well, it won't be long afore · at him?"
you'll feel the teeth an' claws of th at lion. He
"All right, I'll git him right away."
f!eems to be putty mad now."
· The trick'.\' trapper g,ot a rope from the house
rd
Then Vane sat" down and waited for his pa
and Quickly went around the other side of thP,
to come out of the shanty. It seemed th at Sam shanty. It seemed that he really had t,iretty good
Spelter was taking his time out eating, for he -control over the beast, for it was not long- before
was inside more than twenty minutes. Then he he came back leading it. The lion ~howed his
:finally came out, rubbing his stomach in a patro- teeth and growled at the two villam•• but Nick
nizing way.
· spoke to him sharply and it at once became
"Well, old pard," he said, nodding to the out- quiet. Pulling him over to a tree a short distance
faw, "I reckon I've got enough to last me till away, he tied him there, and then the lion lay·
night. You're talkin' about fine venison steak, down much after the fashion of a dog.
. .
'It's the oest I ever tast!)d. Go in M' 11:it your
"There he is, Young Wild West," Tom Vane
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said as he seized the helpless boy roughly by the
arm and pulled him around. "Git on .your feet
an' have a look at what's goin' to tear you to
pieces in a few minutes."
At this the trapper winked at Vane, and then
stepping up, seized the boy by the arms and
started to push him toward the li:on.
''Sick him, Jacki" he called out.
. Instantly the beast spran11: to its fed; and
growled furiously( Tom ·Vane picked up two or
three stones and hurled them at the lion. Two
of them struck the animal and filled it with
madness. It seemed that it "-was about ready to
tear anything to pieces it could get at. Nick Pelt
seemed to enjoy it greatly, and with ~the assistance of $pelter. he -pushed Wild a little closer.
"Closer yet, Nickl" called out Tom Vane. The
two villains . made a move to do so. The maddened beast plunged toward the boy.
"The catamount is hungry!" cried the outlaw.
"He will feed on Young Wild Wset to-day."
Arletta scrambled from the hollow and saw
Wild's peril. So did Cheyenne Charlie. He had
taken a shorter cut, and thinking that the villains
really meant to let the catamount tear the young
deadshot to pieces, · he placed his rifle to his
shoulder in a twinkling, and, takin11: a quick aim,
pulled the trigger. Crang! As the report rang
out the maddened beast sank to the ground and
"rolled over in the · throes of death. The three
scoundrels turned as if they had received an
electric shock: ·
"You villains!" Arietta exclaimed, as she
dashecl right up to them. "We were in time
to save Young Wild West. Now, then, h?ld up
your hands!"
"Do as the gal says!'' thundered Cheyenne
Charlie, as he pointed his rifle directly at them.
"I knew you would come, Et," the young deadshot said coolly as he walked over to the ~rl.
"Just untie my hands, will you 'l I want to take
part in this little game. They have had me a
prisoner a good while, but 1. feel all the better
for it, I suppose. I'll just attend to the tricky
trapper and his two friends." Pelt and Svelter
had obeyed the scout instantly, but Tom Vane
was slow to raise his hands. He kept his 11:aze
riveted upon the face of the scout, not paying
the least attention to Arietta or Young Wild
West. No doubt he was a desperate .criminal,
indeed, and realizing that his only chance lay in
flight he was but waiting for the chance.
' "Y~u heard what I sa,id, you sneakin' coyote!"
Charlie said, threateningly . "Put up your handal!!
"Oh, all right, pard. But I reckon you wouldn't shoot me."
"I wouldn't eh 'l and the rifle was turned
directly toward his breast. "My fing1:;r is rig'!it, on
the .trigger now, an, if I ever felt hke pullm it
in my whole life afore it's at this very minute."
Then Vane suddenly leaped behind the other
two, and giving both a push, made a dart for ~e
bushes. Crangl Cheyenne Charley did not hesitate to fire, 11nd down went the outlaw on his
face.
''I had to do it, Wild," he said, as if he was
apologizing. '"I jest couldn't help it. I heard the
sneakin' coyote say you was goin' to. be tore. to
pieces by the catamount, an' tha~ was mm~ mm~.
I couldn't help it. I plugged him where 1t will
do the most good.''

"All right, Charlie," was the cool reply. "While
I'm sorry that you killed the scoundrel, it can't
be helped now."
"Maybe I'd better shoot the other two an'
save the trouble of takin' 'em away from here
prisoners," · was the suggestion.
· But Charlie hardlv meant this, and when the
young deadshot shook his head he merely laughed
and then recovered what had been taken from
Wild by the outlaw. Having his hands free now,
Wild lost no time in finding his weapons. Then
he sat down for a minute or two, in order to let
his muscles relax, while Arietta took the weapons
from Pelt and $pelter. The trapper began pleading now, and the tears actually coursed down his
cheeks as, he declared that he had . not intended
to let the catamount injure the boy.
'
"Tom Vane wanted to !1,a"l('e you killed, but I
never once thought of letbn' it happen," he said.
"You oughter know t'Piat, Young Wild West,
'cause you heard me say it."
"Yes, I believe I heard you say something like
that, hut I doubt if it would have made any difference. The outlaw was bent upon putting an
end to me, and he chose a fiendish way to do it.
But he'll never do anything like that again, for
he ·h as cashed in his chips."
"I know he has, an' it sorter relieves me to
think of it."
"As for you," Wild observed, pointing an accusing finger at Sam Spelter, "I think it would be a
good idea to put an end to you. But, of course,
I don't .mean to do it. I ain not built that way."
"Thank yer for sayin' that," retorted the man
fervently.
"What are you goin' to do with us, then?" the
trapper asked eagerly.
"Leave you here. What else ca.ft we do with
you?"
"Thank yer, Youn11: Wild West. I promise you
that we'll both behave ourselves. But don't think
that I ever done anything wrong. I jest had to
keep Tom Vane here or he would have got mad
an' killed me.''
Wild thought that probably there was some
truth in this. But he had already made up his
mind what course to pursue.
"Give them back their weapons, Et," he saicl- '
to his sweetheart. "If they are wise, they will
remain here quietly and not interfere with us
again. If we do happen to find them sneaking
around we'll have to shoot them, that's all. Coma
on; we'll get back to the camp."
Just as if nothing out of the ordinary liad happened, the young deadshot started away from tho
spot. Arietta followed him, but Cheyenne Charlie
seemed reluctant to leave. However, e came
along also, and in due time they arrived at th.a
camp. They remained there until-noon the next
day, and hot all the game they wanted, and then
set out over a mountain trail and finally came
to a good-sized mining camp, where they proposed to rest for a day and then proceeded OJ1
toward Buckhoni Ranch. There was muah to be
said about the tric!ci trapper and his friends awl
how .Arietta had been after big game, and oa ~
the whole they were satisfied to call it a prett;t
good sort of an .adventure.
.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST GIVING IT STRAIGHT; or, Ulll
WORST CAMP OF ALL."
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"Yah, dot is so," said Suppegreenz. "She don'd

pe a poor gels from dis oud.''

"Begorra, it's a foine chance for yez, Tom; me
bye," said Mcµuire.
.
"We'll .have another rehearsal to-morrow night.
fellows. In the meantime -you'd better nail that
desk together, Sam. You will need -it in your act."
"All right, Tom.. Andy and l'll fix it up somehow."
Tom Sedley and Meyer Suppegreenz then left
the engine-house and walked down toward the
r!ver, _!;he former keeping tight hold on the prec10us case.
They passed the ruins of the Jones's cottage
which hadn't yet been cleared away, and the sight
of it made Tom's flesh creep as he thought of his
narrow escape from death there.
"It vos so quiet apout dese blaces you could
hear a house fall, don'd you <link?" said Meyer
with a grin.
.
·
"Say, you're getting on fast," said Tom. "Where
· did you pick up that joke?"
"Fred Harper sprung dot on me de odder day.
und I vork it off on you."
"The boys thought they were going to have
· some fun with you by getting you to rehearse
that 'school" sketch, but you were too smart for
them."
"Don'd say noddings. I blay me dose bieces:
,somedimes, und :vhen dey try to vork dot vhack
pizness somedings vill babben dot'll put der poet'
by der udder leg, I ped you."
•-~ ow are you going to work it?" asked Tom.,
curiously.
·•
·
.
"You vait und see me spring dot surbrise hardy
on dem und you vill laugh your insides oud," said
Suppegreenz, mysteriously.
"I've a good mind to put it on. for the show, if
you think you can ma·k e it funny."
"Put id on;, I'll make me dot Batsy Poliver do
somedings in de vay off stundts dot vill curl dose ,
fellows' hair, I ped you."
·
Tom laughed and wondered what "!lcheme Meyer
had got into his head. He knew that there was
nothing slow about Suppegreenz. The young man
was a particularly bright specimen <1f his race.
The Fatherland has sent many hundreds like him
to America, and the loss has been ·Germany's.
By this time they had reached the Vane cottage.
Not a light sliowed in any window, and as it was
abo'ut half-past ten o'clock Tom guessed they,
must have retired for the night.
"I don't like to wake them up, Meyer but I
sh.an't-cfeel easy till this will is in their hands."
"Vell," said Suppergreenz, "off it vos me dot
vos eoming by a fortunes, und 'you come und
kicked me py der ped oud to toldt me off id, I
don'd got mine paek ub, ped you."
"I guess your head is level, Meyer," said Tom,
who immediately thumped loudly on the front
door.
·
B~ nobody1answered the summons.
After waiting a reasonable interval Tom pounded still louder, but without effect.
"Py shinger, dot ought to haf voked dem ub."
It attracted attention in the adjoining cottage,
for a window went up and a voiee demanded t<r
know what they were making sur.la 1r- racket about.
"I want to see Mr. Vane, who lives in this ,
house."

a

CHAPTER XVI.
The

2S

Serenely, ·And

"Vell, off I blay me dose harts I got me a biece
off poard und I put id vhere id done der most
goot, den you go on mit der moosic so soon as you
feels like id."
·
And the boys realized that Suppegreenz wasn't
such a chump as they had taken him to be.
Sam Willett and Andy Bright began to rehearse
their sketch and brought forw1..rd thE> burned desk
as one of the properties.
There was a good bit of horseplay in, the darky
ac(, and the desk came in for its share.
,
Ever since the fire it had been weak in its
- joints, a fact the boys ov~rlooked, so that_ whe_n
- Sam Willett fell against 1t for the fifth time 1t
suddenly collapsed with a crash and spread its
remains over the floor.
Then a wonderful thing occurred!
Out of a hidden cranny of the old mahogany
desk into which it had somehow managed to work
its ~ay, rolled the lost copper case, which had
been the cause of so much villainy and trouble
to those interested in its contents.
"By shingerl" exclaimed _- Suppegreenz, who
was the first to see it, "der gobber case, or I voS'
a liar!"
Instantly Tom Sedley sprang forward and se. cured it.
"Well, if this isn't a wonderful discovery I don't
r lrnow what it is," he said, excitedly.
All knew that that . desk had been pretty thoroughly searched for the case at the time of the
fire, and all of them wanted to examine the wreck
to see where the case had smuggled itself out of
sight.
But the myste1·ious nook was not to be discovered now ·that the desk had gone to pieces. However, it didn't much matter.
"What's in the old thing, anyhow?" asked Sam
Willett. "Judging from the fuss made over it I
thought it might be stuffed with diamonds."
. "Let's see, b'gosh," chipped in Kidder, curiously.
"No," said Tom. "It wouldn't be 1·ight to open
it. It belongs to Dora Vane."
"It must be valuable," suggest~d Hen Bumsted.
"It is, though it's only a sheet of· paper, I
~- guess," said Tom.
"You know something about it, then?" said
Willett.
"Yes; it's a will that makes Miss Vane an
heiress."
"B'gosh! is that eo?" exclaimed Kidder, with
a whistle.
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"Well, you won't see him to-night," growled
But all to no purpose.
The case had varushed as completely as though
the disturbed uarty.
it had never existed.
"Why not?',. asked Tom.
"Where the dickens can it have got to?"
"Because he went to Boston this afternoon."
He glanced at the window, which he always
"West to Boston?" echoed Tom, in a disapkept open from the top for the purpose of ventilapointed tone.
"That's what I said," replied the occupant of tion, m an uneasy way, but there was no evidence that it had been opened during the night
the next house.
to admit any one.
''And Miss Dora Vane?" hazared our he o.
"Gone to spend the night with friends."
"Could Mr. Brown have taken it?" mused the
"When will Mr. Vane be back.? "
boy, for he knew his door was never locked.
''Don't know/' said the voice, curtly, followed
But such a suggestion did not seem reasonable.
by the banging down of the window.
How could its possession interest .Mr. Brown?
'Dot settles id," said Suppegreenz. "Dot vill Besides, his guardian couldn't possibly have
known that he had recovered the box. At least.
staxs PY you to-night, ain'd id?"
'Looks that way, Meyer. Well, I've done the so reasoned the puzzled lad.
best I could to deliver it," said Tom, as they
Then where had the copper case gone? It was
walked away.
a tough problem.
"Sure. I vouldn't vorry apoud id. You von'd
When Tom went down to breakfast he felt
lose id, I ped you."
about as cheerful as ·a man sentenced to be exe"I'll take care of that. I don't think I need cuted that morning.
fear that .Mark Helstone, the only person who
."What kept you out so late last night?" growled
has any object in getting it away from me, is Caleb Brown, .who was already at the table.
about here any longer. He certainly hasn't been
"I was up to the engine-house," replied Tom,
seen since Doctor Jones's cottage was destroyed." gloomily.
•
"I ped you he dinks it vos purned ub. Didn't ve
"It 'pears to me you don't keer to tend to busiall dink dot?"
ness no more'n you kin help," continued Caleb,
"I guess . he hung about till he was sure the testily,
eyeing the boy sharply.
Vanes had given it up. Nobody but you, I, and
"I put in most of my time here, sir. Don't I,
the boys know that it has turned up again. I'll , Mrs. Keep," appealing to the housek:eeper, who
give it to Dora the first thing in the morning, and entered that moment with hot coffee.
tell her to have it locked up in the company's safe
"You certainly do," replied the woman promptwhere she works till her father comes back."
ly, who regarded Tom with a very friendly eye.
"Dot's pusiness."
·
"I didn't ask you to put your oar in, ma'am,"
The two boys pa.rted at the post-office. Caleb
Brown had closed the store himself for the night, snapped Caleb.
"The ideal" snorted the lady, indignantly.
so Tom made hi._s way upstairs to bed, and gained
his little room without apparently disturb:ng his "Mustn't I speak when I'm spoken to?"
"It's your place to be seen and not heard,
~uardian.
Tom debated with himself how he should dis- ma'am," said Caleb, severelr. "I pay you to woi:k,
not cackle."
pose of the case for the night.
Mrs. Keep glared at her employer, and then,
"You must have been made by a cross-eyed
man, on a Friday night, and on the thirteenth of with her nose in the air, walked from the room
the month yoa're so unlucky," said the boy, ad- into the small kitchen beyond.
dressing the copper case. "You almost cost two
"It seems to me you're gettin' ter be a hearty
lives. I'm going to make sure of you this time," eater," continued Caleb Brown, switching off on
and he dropped it into a bureau drawer and another grievance as Tom appropriated a second ....._
hopped into bed after blowing out the light.
egg. "Eggs is expensive these days. I've noticed
Next morning Tom was up with the lark, as in the mornin' paper that the price has gone up a
usual, and his first thought was of· the copper cent a dozen, so we'll have to charge two cents
more for our stock--d'ye' mind me?"
case.
·
"Come out of your hiding-place, you little vil"Yes, sir," said Tom in an absent kind of way. lain I" he said, gaily, opening the drawer. But
" And butter has gone up, too. Didn't Widder
the case refused to appear.
Smith buy rive pounds yesterday of you?"
"Oh, you're not there, are you?" he ·said, after
"Yes, sir."
a peep.
"As I ain't charged it up yet, I guess I'll add
The copper case had disappeared.
an extry two cents a pound, as the papers says it's
higher this mornin'."
"But I sold it to her at yesterday's price," said
Tom.
CHAPTER XVII.
"Well she won't know the difference. Besides,
A Serious Problem.
it'll be higher to-morrow," said Caleb, complacl ,
Tom Sedley stiµ-ed blankly at the dra-qr a ently.
Tom didn't say any more. He wasn't surprised
moment or two, and then looked through the other
because this was the usual way Caleb Brown did
ones.
There wasn't the least doubt in his mind that business.
And while he sipped his coffee the boy ponhe had put the copper case in one of them.
dered over the mysterious disappearance of the
Now they were empty.
Then he searched the floor of his room, which copper box.
(To be continued.).
didn't enjoy the luxury of even a rae carpet.
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GOOD READING
SEA GULL ANNOYS GOLFER
· "Walmer and Kingsdown golf links was the
scene the other day of an extraordin ary incident;
in which a golf ball and a sea gull were concerned. The member who saw the incident thus
-'describes what took place in "The London News":
"After driving a ball from the fifth tee, I saw
a sea gull follow the ball and take it in its mouth
and come slowly toward me with it. In the meantime, I was walking to the spot and when near
the gull I thoug~t that perhaps the bird could
not release the ball and was in distress . ..
"To. my surpris_e the ~ird dr~pp~d t~e ball aJ'!,d
tantali7.ed me by 1mmed1ately p1ckmg 1t up agam ·
in his beak. I tried to catch it, but the sea gull
would not allow me to "P;et within arm's length.
"I sat down on the grass, while the bird remained still, a few feet- away; intently watching
me, but absolutely fearless.
"For several minutes we gazed 11-t each other.
Then the bird released the ball and I picked it up
and walked away, the bird watching me the
while.
"A greenkeepe r who saw the incident said he
had never seen anything so extraordin ary."
" It was only a few days ago a sea gull perched
for half an hour on the head of an angler as he
_
sat fishing from a boat ofl' Kingsdown .
WASHING TON'S EGGS YIELD STATE 7
MILLION YEARLY
'
From an egg importing state in 1909 Washington has become in the last sixteen years an annual seller of eggs to the extent of $7,300,000 and
of chickens valued at $2,000 1000, writes William
H. Curry in "The Seattle Dady Times."
From nothing Washingto n's export egg market
has been built up since the year of the AlaskaYukon-Pac ific Exposition until the product of the
state's hens are found in the markets of the Atlantic seaboard, South America, Asia and the
_
,-£:awaiian Islands.
More than 175,000,000 Washingto n eggs go
from home and bring a premium of 5 cents a dozen
in foreign stalls.
The industry has assumed to-day vast propor-tions, utilizing many thousands of acres of otherwise unproducti ve stump land, marketing through
a co-operativ e organizatio n and operating. four
·
mills for grinding foodstuffs.
In 1909 Washingto n was importing eggs by the
carload from -Nebraska, Minnesota and California. Sixteen 'years ago it was almost impossible
to interest an experience d poultry:man to the point
of venturing into wholesale egg production in this
state. Western Washingto n was too wet. Eastern
Washingto n was too hot. On both sides of the
Cascades the price of ,chicken feed was too high.
Few, if any, acres were exclusively devoted to
poultry. The total investment in the industry
""'as such was negligible. Eggs and chickens, if produced at all, were mere agricultura l. sidelines.
To-day $70,000,000 is invested in the poultry
industry-f owls, lands, houses, mills, depots and
warehouses. The state receipts in 1925 for eggs
alone, based on sales for the first six months and
on future contracts, will be $7,300,000, and $2,000,-

000 for marketed chickens. Seven thousand
farmers are producing eggs and poultry on a
commercia l scale.

SIAM'S FIGHTING FISH DON 'WAR PAINT'
Among new arrivals in the aquarium at the
Regent's Park Gardens in London are a number
of ~hting fis~ from ~iam, says "The Lo,ndon
Po~t. These tiny warriors are extremely interestmg, not only from their own warlike habits
but from the fact that the Siamese still hold prop~
erly organized contests witli them under fixed
much the
and strictly drawn up rules, in
same way as cock fighting was formerly con,
ducted in England.
. Years ago, before ·slavery was abolished in
S1!1m, they even went further than one would
thmk any such "sport" could possibly be worth·
for sometimes the liberty of a whole family might
depend upon the hazardous result of one of these
fish battles. Very heavy odds were often laid on
the prowess . of a favorite fish; and, after losing
all his !or~e, a gambler would not hesitate to
stake his children, one after the other until pei·ha~s, it might happen that his unfortunat ~ off•
sprmg were all sold into slavery before the dav
·
was out.
. The _fish are scarcely more than a couple
m~hes m length and usually, when not in fighting
tnm, they are of a plain drab-gray. But when
two males meet to do battle for their mates then
they put; on their full war paint, and their bodies
glow with brilliant,.,Jihades of crimson, gold green
orange and violet. \'hey rush at each oth~r wit!;
f~ry, and w~en the 1ctor has finally overcome
his enemy, his Joseph s coat of many colors becomes more dazzling still as he passes up and
down _with the a!rogant air of a conqueror. The
vanqmshed warrior, on the other hand even if
not badly wounded, Quickly loses all 'his war
paint, and finally slinks away in the dingiest
,
garb.
In the organized games, no defeated fish is ever
permitted to fight again. Sometimes the fig'hting
fish may be seen in their painbox garb when no
fighting is in contemplat ion; for they are somewhat ch~meleon:like in disposition, though tliey
take their colormg not from their surroundin gs 1
but from their mood: '.].'heir i~ one particularly
pretty member of this mterestmg family in th.e
_a quarium which always glows with a lovely shade
of deep cerise or crimson-lake. When about to
rush upon a foe, one can imagine his coloring must
•
be superb indeed.
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that those who were most exhausted showed very
low bl_ood sugar, and others, less exhausted,
showed a somewhat higher sugar percentage.
Some extreme cases even presented an appearance
similar to that of shock produced in diabetic patients by an overdose of insulin, a substance necessary to the proper disposal of sugar in the bloo!,i
and which diabetics lack.
Results of blood tests made 'a ccordingly, using
sugar rations during this year's marathon, have
just been made public. Runners were placed on., .
high carbohydrate diets before the rlice, besides
being given large doses twenty-four hours before
and supplied with candy and oversweetened tea
at wayside stations. ' The blood tests after the
race showed normal blood sugars in all cases
in contralft to previous results. There was striking improvement in general · physical condition
and runnini time was faster in many cases.

ITEMS OF INTEREST

LAUGHS

FINDS DIAMOND IN TIRE
"This is surely my lucky day," exclaimed Fred
Sevilla of . Johnstown as he plucked a woman's
diamond ring' from a tire on his automobile the
other day when. he stopped at Hollidaysburg for
water. The jewel, valued at $75, was in the mud
on the corrugated thread.
"When at Huntington I -picked up a $5 bill
on the sidewalk," he added. .

Mamma-Remember, Willie, this hurts mamma
more than it does you. Willie-'Yes-maybe; but
it doesn't leave blisters on you.
·

MONKEY STARVES TO DEATH
An artificial jungle of steel girders proved too
barren to sustain the life of Bamboo, a monkey.
He died after spending a week atop the Queensboro Bridge, New York.
Bamboo entered the steel jungle a week ago,
when Mrs. Charles W. Chrystie of Patchogue,
L. I., his mistress, who was crossing the Queensboro bridge with the pet in her car, was forced
to stop on account of a flat tire. While the ca1·
was stopped Bamboo jumped out and started
climbing giders, ladders and wp.at not, until he
was perched at the highest point on the brdge.
There he stayed despite all efforts to brinl!.' him
down.
.
Several times during the week he came near
workmen who were eating their noonday 'lunch,
but fled when they tried to give him food. For a
few days he was not seen at all. The other morning a group of people discovered the monkey lying
dead on the south footwalk of the bridge.

"So you claim to be a literary man, eh?"
"Yes, sir; I wrote that book, 'A Dozen Ways
to Make a Living.'" ".A,nd yet you are begging!"
"Yes, sir; that's 'one of the ways."

CANDY HELPS ATHLETES
Scientists have upset the dope of hard-hearted
trainers who rule candy off the diet of athletes,
says Science. Dr. Bu-rgess Gordon and several
other physicians of Boston have found as a result
of experiments that marathon runners who have
lived on a generous carbohydrate diet during the
training season and who eat candy before and
during the race not only come out ahead but are
also in much better physical condition than those
who run unsweetened.
The experimenters got the hint that sugar had
something to do with the physical condition of
:runners when a series of blood tests made a year
ago after the ,A.Inerican marthon race revealed

"I wish, my dear, he had made- his money instead of inheriting it. He would make you a better husband." "Nonsense, papa. Why, then he
would know how to keep it."

Mr. Slicer-I was readinl?' the other day that
there are eight hundred ways of cookina- potatoes. Mrs. Slicer-Yes. Mr. Slicer-Well, my
dear, don't you think that if you tried hard you
could learn one of them?"
"Is this the Union Dime Savings Bank?".._
"Yes.'' "Well, I want to know if a non-union man
can deposit in your bank.''

"Hear about the new poison?" Shoot.'' "Areoplane poison." "What the dickens is that?" "One
dzop and you're dead."
Teacher-If a bricklayer gets four dollars for
working eight hours a day, what would he get
if he worked ten hours a day?" Bright PupilHe'd get a call-down from the ·union.
Daul!.'hter-Papa did not take the paper to the
office with him this morning. Mother-He didn't?
I'll ·bet it's got a lot of stuff showing how women
can trim their own hats. ·
Minister-"We, all of us, should do at least
two things every day that we heartily dislike
doing.'' Charlie-"I do that all right. Why eve17
morninF, I get out of bed and every night I Co
to bed.'
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CURRENT NEWS
_ LARGEST TELESCOPE IN THE WORLD
The Hooker telescope of the Mount Wilson ob,servatory, -California, with a mirror 100 inches
diameter, is the largest telescope in the world.
It has been announced a -r eflecting telescope, having an aperture of 10 feet and a focal length of
60 feett...is being constructed, and will be-mounted
in the .!!·rye Observatory that is to be established
in Seattle, Wash.

in

WASP'S STING KILLS WOMAN .
Mrs. Margaret Bottrill, a wig.ow, seventy-five
years old, died at Leicester, England, the other
day as a result of a wasp sting, says "The London News."
'
She was eating her dinner when she was stung
under the tongue and although a doctor was immediately fetched death ensued in less than an
hqur. Her tongue 11welled to a great size and
death was partly due to suffocation and partly
to shock.
INDIAN RELICS 1,300 YEARS OLD
UNEARTHED
~ Skeletons and relics dating 1,000 years , B. C.
have been excavated from Indian ruins near Pur-ley, N. M., by Wesley Radfield of the School of
American Research and the New Mexico State
Museum.
Two oddly carved shell bracelets, representing
coiled serpents, are among the Sl)ecimens. .Many
ceremonial burial bones and skulls, as well as
hundreds of earthern J,>?ts, have been unearthed.
The bird and animal hfe of the tinie is pictured
on the vases and pots.
BULLBATS FEED ON BOOL WEEVILS
The bullbat, hitherto held in •ug~t esteem in
Georgia, his habitat, is making friends among
e cotton planters because he feeds on the boll
'weevil.
The Adel, Ga., correspondent of "The Tifton
(Ga.) Gazette," reports this story:
"One of the members of the Farmers' Union of
Cpolt County, F. T. McDaniel, said there. were
a large number of bullbats over his cotton :field
every afternoon and he believed they were eating
boll weevils. So he killed one of the bullbats to
see.
"Cutting open the craw of the bullbat Mr.
McDaniel said he fo-g.nd ninety boll weevils, a
fourth of which were still alive."
The Adel correspondent hereupon gives this
advice: "Don't kill bufibats. Protect them. They
are worth their weight in gold to the cotton
farmer."
ARTIFICIAL CATS FOOL BIRDS IN
CALIFORNIA
, How the inventive genius of Mrs. John Herbert
Tra-cy-made it possible for her to harvest a bumper crop from a large fig tree in the garden of her
Euclid A venue home, while the trees of others
were literally stripped by birds before the fruit
:was sufficiently ripe to pi<:k, was leamed 1·ecently

when neighbors less fortunate started an inquiry
into how it was done.
Sadly recalling past seasons when her luscious
fruit was devoured by members of the feathered
tribe despite the use of scarecrows and other
methods which proved equally ineffective, Mrs.
Tl'acy -de~rmined to devise some scheme to outwit the birds, and finally hit upon a happy plan.
Instructing her, ranch foreman to save her the
skins of some rabbits, Mrs. Tracy directed their
stuffing with cotton batting and fashioning into
the shape of cats. When completed and perched
in the branches at convenient jntervals abo1,1t the
trees, the pseudo cats bore such a striking resemblance to the original tabby that even the
keenest-eyed sparrow was deceived, with the result that not a fig on the Tracy tree was so much
as bird pecked.
ISLA-ND OF PATMOS
"The Isle that is called Patmos" is the account
given b;v St. John of the »lace where he was when
he reec1ved the Revelation. Patmos is a rugged
and bare island, one of the group known as the
Sporades, standing in the Aegean Sea, between
Greece and Asia Minor, and in -that part of the
Aegean which is called the Icarion Sea. The island
is divided into two nearly equal parts, a northern
and ~ southern, by a very narrow isthmus, on
the eastern side of which is the harbor and town.
Such a scene of banishment for St. John in the
reign of the Roman Emperor Domitian is quite
in harmony with what we read of the custom of
the period. In the southern part of the island
is a hill and crowning this commanding height
is the cefebrated monastery which bears the name
of "St. John the Divine." Half way up the ascent
is the cave or grotto where tradition has it St..
John received the Revelation.
LONDON ZOO'S LANTERN BEETLE
A most curious new arrival in the insect house
in Regent's Park; London, says "The London
Post." is a lantern beetle from Sari Domingo. If
is about an inch and a half in length and is of
a dark olive browny greenish color. It looks quite
an ordinary everyday kind of beetle, but on being
distin-bed a .marvelous »henomenon occurs, which
makes it extremely beautiful. On the top of its
head two brilliant emerald green phosphorescent
lights gradually appear, glowing and shining -like
jeweled lamps.
At first one thinks these shining lights are
the insect's eyes, which have suddenly become
like fiery gems1 but its black pinhead eyes are at
the back of the glowing lantern and there is
nothing unusual about them. These surprising
emerald li1thts are evidently phosphorescent, like
those of the glow worm and fireflies; and it is
supposed that the lantern beetle uses them when
wandering abroad at night--fol' he is a nocturnal
insect-to scare off owls and ~ther night-roaming
creatures that might othei-wise be inclined to
make a meal of him.
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FROM · All POINTS

WORK & WIN
Stories About Fred Fearnot

.A.N AGREEMENT
An Irishman was sitting in a station, smoking,
when a woman came in, and sittng down beside
him remarked: "Sir, if you were a gentleman
you would not smoke here." "Mum,' he said,
"if ye was a lady ye'd sit farther away."
Pretty soon the woman burst out again: "If
you were my husband," she said, "I'd give you
poison." "Well, Mum, "if ye wuz me wife, I'd
take it."
SPIDERS CATCH SMALL BIRDS
In New Guinea and Australia are spiders- with
a leg spread of fully four inches that make nets
so strong that small birds caught in them are
held fast and helpless, says "The Golden Age."
The natives use them to catch fish that weigh up
to a pound. Some of these nets are stretched
twelve to fifteen feet, with centers six feet high.
Florida has an equally large spider that builds
a golden yellow_net of almost equal size.
LOBSTER
A battle with u giant sea lobster was one of the
thrilling experiences of Herr Harmstorf the diver
who accomplished the first wireless broadcasting
from the bottom of the ocean. Listeners-in in
Hamburg, 100 miles away; Bremen, Hanover and
even in Berlin heard his account of this bat,tle
even while it was in progress, ninety feet below
the surface of the North Sea.
The diver related how a big lobster swam toward him, and when he attempted to grab it the
giant crustacean gave him battle with its great
·scissor-like claws, which seized Harmstorf's hand
so forcbly that he felt an excruciating pain in
spite of his thick rubber gloves.
The diver also descri};ied an eel which he watched swallowing smaller fish. He saw swarms of
fish, frightened, darting to and fro and looking
like flocks of swallows . ...

FIREPROOF GAS TANK
An airplane gasoline tank which may be completely riddled by incendiary or explosive bullets
without bursting into flames or even leaking, is
the latest development in the aviation field which
comes from Vienna, according to Science. The
tank is the usual metal type, but a peculiar interior coating, the composition of which is a carefully guarded secret with the· inventor, probably
on the order of the liquid gums placed in automobile tires to make them puncture-proof.
The inflammatory bullet, upon entering the
tank, is immediately enveloped with a coating of
some sort of material that extinguishes the flame
and at the same time prevents the phosphorous
coated bullet from leaving a deposit.
In the test made by expert army witnesses, a
series of twenty bullets were fired through the
experimental tank, which was filled half with
,:asoline and half with inflammable gas. The
bullets were fired in a series of one explosive,
one phosphorous and one solid, in rotation. After
the twenty rounds had been fired, with no bad
results, the tank was set in an airplane, which
then made an hour!s flight, using only the gasoline from the apparently perforated tank.

We can still supply the following numbers of th•
"Fred Fearnot" stories:
Price 8 Cents Each
1336 l~red I,'earuot·s Search tor Smith; or, The Man Who
Could Not Be l>'ound.
133T " At the Fair; or, l;!hakln1r Thlnss Up at Bhas•.
town.
1338 '' Hunted; or, A Plot That Was Hard co Soh•e.
13311 " and tbe Bo7 Boxer; or, Glvln1r a Pusllllll_
Point•.
13i0 " ~'emperance Pla7; or, Jr11rhtln1: Drink with tbe
Drama.
134,1 "
Death Slide: or, Dow11 the Great Hotintalll
Flume.
1M2 " Call b,: Wlrele11: or, the Friend Who Pla7e4
him false.
1343 " and the Queer Quartette; or, Jim, Jack, Joe
and Jerry.
13H " and the Girl Telesrapher; or, Fish tins the
Train Thleire•.
1346 " Try tor Goal; orJ. Wlnnln1r in the Last MomenL
13'6 " Indian Bo7 · or dvlllzlng a Savage.
13n " Great Sacrlflce I or, All for the Sake of a
Friend.
1348 " and "Tired Tim'': or, The Laziest Boy In Town.
1M9 " Football Giants: or, Haudlln1r a Heav7 Line.
1350 " Explorln1r Trip: or, A Week m the Cr7• tal
Cavea.
13111 " and tb~ Fur Hunter•: or, A Trip to Hud,on••
Ba7.
1362 " Lons Pass.;_ or, The Play That Punled, All
lllG& " and the "J.Jllltch F17er": or, Up A•alnat the
Champion Skater.
.
13M " M7,stlc Mark; or, Ths Hludoo'• Strause Warn1865 " IceI1f:utter; or, The :Fastest Boat on the Lake.
1366 " and the Bov Millionaire; or, On the Roa4
to Ruin .
1361 " Hocke:, Winner•; or, A Hot Game on the Jee.
13Cl8 " Five-Mlle Slide; or, The Tobogsan in the
Mountalna.
1369 •• Week of Danger; or, Deslln,r with the Wharf
Oan,r.
1360 " In the Gym; or, Winter Sport with College
Boys.
1361 " and the Burled Gold; or, Flshttn,r the Mextca •
Bandlta.
.
J.J62 " Ocean Voyase; or, The M'71ter7 of Stateroom
No. 10.
1363 " Hundred-Mlle Race; or, Ten Hours on Skates.
1364 " and the Shipping Clerk; or, Savins an Honest
Hoy.
.
. 1366 " and "Hard Luck Harry"; or, The Boy Who was
Always ln Tronble.
1367 " Lightning Drive; 'Or, 'l'he Champions. of th~
Rink.
1368 " and the Indian Queen: or, Tha "Bad" Men of
the Tradln,r Post.
1360 " CroH Country Run: or, Winning the GreRt
Paper Chase.
1370 " Traklln): Trip; or, In the South with a Base•
ball Nin.
1371 " and Little Dick: or, The Trials l'f a Poor
Working Boy.
1372 " Baseball Giant!: or, Winning the OpP111 ng
Game.
1373 " Boy Lite-Savers; or, Brave Work 011 111~
Beach.
1374 " at Lone Pine; or The Mystery of the Moonshine
Camp.
1375 " Pla7ln1 the Game; oz, Out With His New Nine.
1376 " Road lders; or, Rustllns With Rou1rh11.
13TT " and the Battel'J' Boys; or, After the Whu! Rats.
1378 " Clever Curves: or. Beating Out the Batsmen.
1879 " Ialand Mystery; or, Camping in Canada.
1880 " Boy Marvel; or, Bringing Out a Young Pitcher.
1381 " Hard Pull; or, Winning the Single Sculls.
1382 " Amons the Poor; or, The Dark Side of Life.
An;,- of the above numbers wlll be malled te 7M
postase free, upon receipt of the price m money, •
poatase atampe.
IU.BBY JI:. WOLFF, PVBLIBH111B, INO.,
lN w ..t Ur4 Street,
Xew Yerk, If, T,

THE
HAWAIIAN
ISLANDS.
Accordinl!." t o
article printed
in the National
Geographic Mags o m e
azine
months ago, "The
Hawaiian Islands ·
- ar·e the m o s t
isolated inhabited
islands in 't h e
world, more than
2.000 miles from
the nearest neil!,"hb.o r, California."
Because of their
daring trips out
to sea the people
w h o occupied
these islands before the white
m a n came, deserve the name of
"Vikinl!."s of the
Pacific." The islanders went to
sea in canoes hollowed out of
ingle logs made
by tools of hard
rock an d hard
Some of
lava.
the canoes made
on t h e islands
were 70 feet in
lenm;h and could
carry •fifty men.
The giant g o a
trees from which
they were made
were cut half way
up th e mounpainfully
tains,
laboriously
an$!
with stone axes,
-ruig. th e n with
n>pes made o f
vi n e s , dragged
b y
shoreward
hundreds w i t h
willinl!." hands. It
is. believed the
Pol:ynesians, t o
which the Hawaiians belong, originated in India.
Th e i r voyages
across the pathless s e a s rival
those of the VikWith no
ings.
compass to assist
them and with
t a r s to
2,>nly s
~ide them, they
broke through the ·
llk:yline to journey 2,000 to 3,000
miles i n their
frail but unsink-1>le craft.

an

LITTLE A :D S

Write to Riker & King, fd11ertiaing Ojfioea, 680 Broad.wa11, New YOf'k Ci't1, or 29
East .r,!adiaon Street, Cn,ioago, for particular• al>ou& od11,wtinn11 ttt tMtJ MClOM'tllll

LONELY Hl!lA.BTll-1 ban a sweetheart tor
AGENTS WANTED
700. Exchan,ie letters: malle new trten4 •. ·
$2.00 AN HOUR tor pleasant introductory JIUDcient. con1ldentlal . a • d dianiftecl aentc..
work amon~ local families. Pay starts im- Member • eTer7where. ETa Moore, Box 908,
mediately. Write American Products Com· JackaonTU!e. J'lor14a.
pa'?Y, 4258 American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio. NOTICE-Attractive Young Lady worth $25,000.00 will marry. Club, B-1022, Wichita,
I'LL PROVE to you that you can make $96 Kansas.
a week taking orders tor Jennings Guaranteed Hosiery. I furnish complete equip- MABRY IF LON.ELY "Home Maller": bun•
dred• rich: reliable, year• e:rperteace: de•
ment and offer von an Essex Coach without
cost. Write now. The Frank B. Jennings • crlptl.ona tree. The Bucee- • ful Club. Be:r
Oakland. C111ltornla.
1166.
·
Ohio.
Co.. Dept. L 222. Dayton,

HAJl.1UA01C PA.PE&--20th 7ear. Bia t• ,u ..
With description •. phote•, name• and adCost lOt,
. profit $1.'!0 monogrRmlng autos. Experl- 4resses. 21'i cent •. No other tee. Beat -led.
·
ence unnecessRr:v. Free samples. Worcester · Box 22«1, a, Bo11ton, Kall.
Monograms. B 134, Worcester. Mass.
IIARl'I.Y-Free pbotairrapha, dlreeter7 and
Plly
de•crlptlon• ot we11lthy m•mbers.
when mArrled. New Plan Co., Dept. H.
AGENTR-WRJTE FOR FREE l!!AMPLEII. Kansas
l\lo.
Clt7,
Sell Madison "Better-Made" -. shirts for
large Manufacturer, direct to wearer. No
cnnltal. or experlPnce required. Many earn PRETTY GIRLIE, wealthy, but oh so lonesome. League, Bo,t 39, Oxford, Fla.
$100 wePkly an<1 honus. Madison Mfgr•.,
150~ Rron<1w11y. New York.
MAJt.BT-HAaBIA.OJI: DIBECTOltT whh
ph.o to1 and de1crtptlon1 tree. Pay when
NEW CAMERA tnkea 11nd ftnishes photo• married.
The JDxcbanse, Dept. MG, · !Ca.11111,
in one mlnnte. MR'lce monev selling c11ml'rl\s. or taking photoR. ExcluslTe terrlt.ory. City, l\lo.
Crown Co .. Dept. 967. Norwalk, Con'\.
MAllBY-Wrlte for bhr new dlrector7 ,.Ith
Photos and de1crlptlon1. Free. National
.lge11c7, Dept. A, 4eae, Sta. B., Kan• a•
ABSOLUTELY no competition selllnir Val- City, Mo.
Style mllllnery. Everv woman buys. You
mnke $25 to ,:tl50 a week. Write .for Spel'ial OHARMING YOUNG WIDOW worth $38.Oft'er and lllxcluslve T!)rrltory. Yal-Styll! Hat
lonely, will marry. (Eva) B-1022,
Co., ASL Val-Style Bull<llng, Clnclnnatl, · 0. W OO0._OO,
fch1ta, Kansas.
NEW WONDERFUL SELLER -

,

HELP WANTED

GET A. SWJDETRJllAIIT. l!lxehl\ftire letter1.
Write me encloelna stamp. Violet Ray,
Dennison, Ohio• .

DETECTIVES needed everywhere. Big pay,
experience unnpcessary, easily learned, 17
to 45• .write Earl Wilcox. 1407 Lafayette Ave
'
SE. Grand Rapids. Mich.
FJREMEN,

BRAKEMEN.

BAGGAGEMEN

SlE'eping cilr, train porters (colorei!) $140:
$200. ExnPrlence unnecessary. 238 Railway
Bureau. East St. Louis, Ill.
DE'1'ECTIVEII NEEDED EVJIIJtTWHERl'!.
Work hnme nr tr~Tel. experleJ:\CI! unnecH•

111ry. Write George R. W11gner, former
GoTt. Detective, 1968 Broadwa7, N. T.
l!!IL

R

·

VE ING Mirrors. French plate. l!lully
learned: Immense profits. Plans free. Wear
Mirror Works, Excelsior l!!prin1u, Mo.

'

MARRY-Lonely J!earts. join our clu'b. ,.o
baTe a eompftnlon tor yeu, many wortll
from $11,000 to "50,000. Deaerlpt!on•.' photo•.
lntroductlena free. """"' nn mo'llt>Y. Stand ard Cor. Club, Gr11::rslake, Ill.
PRETTY GIRLiE. wealthy, but oh BO lonesome. League, Box 38, Oxford, Fla.
SWEETHEART •

tor enrybody. Stamped
envelope, tor propollll. The Lily Club,
.
Station H. Clenland, Ohio.

CilARMlNO YOUNG WIDOW worfli $38 •
000.00, lonely, will marry. (Eva) B-1022,
Wlcblta. Kans.a s.

SONGWRITERS
_ _ __ . ; . . - - - - - - ~ - - .
SEND TODA.I tor tree copy Writer'• n1geat :. tell• how k> ,.rite and aell abort
PERSONAL
Write · Betty Lee,
Inc., Box 820 City Hall Station, New York
City. Stamp appreciated.
ARE YOU LONESOME?

• tortes, photopla71, poem!i. • ones. Writer·•
Dl1rest, G-2!. lll. 12th

at..

G1nel1111aU.

TOBACCO HABIT

It sincere Tobacco or Snuff: Habit cured · or no pay.
$1.00 It cured. Remedy sent on trinl.
enclose stamp. Mrs. F. Wlllard, 2928
Superba . Go., PC., Baltimore, Md.
Broadway, Chicago, Illlnol1. ·
HUNDREDS seeking marriage.

OLD MONEY WANTED

:n~sL: Christmas Money Given

Do you know that Coln Collectors pay up to Sencl name nnd address. We will send yon
$100.00 for certain U. S. Cents? And high so sets of Christmas Seals. Easily sold '1.0o
premiums for all rare coins? We buy all a set. ~on keep $2; send us $8. Be first in
kinds. Send 4c for Large Coin Folder. May your ne1gbborhood. We TJ-u•t You. llfany
, earped $10 last ChrlstmRa. Write at once.
mean much profit to you.
NUUISlllATIC CO .• Dept. 436 Ft, Worth, Tex,

:!:11::k.Seal '10., Dept,-. ~n,

(R)
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HERE AND THERE
SQUARE HOLES ARE

CUT WITH NEW
DRILLING TOOL
One more· problem· of the carpenter has been
solved, it is claimed, with the invention of an ingenious tool that drills square holes. Two screws
fasten the box-shaped tool head to the place
where the hole is wanted. A brace then is attached and the drilling started. The clean-cut
hole measures 3½ inches by 2¼ inches.
DISTRESS CODE FOR HUNTERS
A sportsman and big-game ll,unter, J. Allen
Barrett, of Lykens, Pa., has just copyrighted a
unique idea for a national code of distress signals for persons who may be lost, injured or in
need of assistance while traveling or hunting in
sparsely settled.regions.
Revolver shots should be used for the signals,
hut the victim should shout, call or whistle them.
The chief requisite would be to have the code
widely understood. The codei follows:
To signify "lost," two shots quick; wait; one
shot. "Injured," three shots quick: wait; one
shot. "Sick," four shots quick; wait; one shot.
"Help," two shots quick; wait; two shots. Rescuers answer, using the same number of shots;
but in :reverse order. Three shots: wait: two shots
quick.

Two years ago Miss Walker left Los Angeles,
hiked to Mexico City and returned to the United
States through- Texas and the Colorado Rockies
to Canada. She visited the chief cities of Canada and went up to Nova Scotia, where she touched on the most northerly and easterly points of .
the North American Coptinent.
·
Miss Walker displayed letters from former Secretary of State Hughes, Secretary Mellon and
Senator Hiram Johnson. She had not succeeded
in shaking hands with President CoolidgeJ Miss
Walker said, but hoped to some day. · m the
course of her hike Miss Walker said she heard
much about Govnrnor Al Smith, whom she hopes
to meet soon, to complete her feat of seeing every
Governor in the United States. She showed a
letter in Spanish from President Zayas of Cuba
wishing her good luck.
In covering an average distance of twenty miles
a day, Miss Walker said, she encountered many
humorous situations. It was difficult for her to
obtain a night's lodging in some hotels and roadhouses because the proprietors often mistook her
for a prohibition agent ·masquerading as a Girl
Scout leader.
✓

WHY THE SEA IS SALT
All water that comes into the oceans by way
of the rivers and other streams contains salt. The
RUSSIANS WORK HARDER, PAID LESS
amount is so very small that it cannot be tested.
That the average· Russian workman is doing But all this river water is poured into the oceans
more toil, working longer hours and getting less eventually at some point. After it reaches the
pay than before the rule of the Soviet, is de- oceans, the water is evaporated by the action of
clared by M . Michelson, a British subject recen- the sun. When the sun picks up the water in the
ly returned from Moscow. "If the British work- form of moisture, it does not take up any of the
man saw what the man in Russia has to con- solid substances which the water contains as it
tend with, it would cure him of Communism and comes in from the rivers, and while there is about
Bolshevistic ideas. Under Soviet rule the Rus- as much water in the ocean all the time and about
as much also in the air in the form of moisture,
sian workman is just able to exist.
"Tea and bread form the principal diet of the the ocean never gets fuller; the solid substances
worker. Meat is such a rarity that if the wor- from the river waters keep piling up in the ocean
er gets it once a week he is lucky." Michelson and float about in the water there. The salt
said the majority of the peasants were anti- which is in the river water has been· left behind ·-Bolshevist, and that they are very bitter. "Taxes by the sun when it evaporated the water in the
eat up whatever was promised .them," he con- ocean for so long that the amount, of salt has become very noticeable, we are told by the Boole of
cludes.
Wonde-rs. The moisture which the sun takes into
the air from the ocean is eventually turned back
SOME HIKER!
to the earth again in the form of rain. This
Miss Nell A. Walker walked into Times Square process of evaporation and precipitation in the
the other day after two years of hiking across the form of rain is &"oing on all the time. When the
continent by way of Mexico City and Nova Scotia. water which is m the form of rain· strikes the
With the slogan "Walking to All the Capitals of earth, it is pure water. It sinks into the ground
the World" on her knapsack, she announced her and on the way picks up some salt finds its way
intention of encircling the globe in two years into a river sooner or later, and then eventually
more by way of Europe, the Mediteranean coun- gets back into the ocean. All this time it bu
been carrying the tiny bit of salt which it picked
tries and the Orient, returning to California.
A twenty-pound kit, a camera and a portfolia, up in gomg through the ground. But when it
containing letters from almost every Governor reaches the ocean again and is taken up by the
in the country and from leading statesmen in sun, it leaves its salt behind and so the salt from
Mexico, Cuba and Canada comprise her equip-~ countless drops of water is constantly being left
in the ocean as it goes up into the air. This has
ment.
Miss Walker plans to accumulate a collection been goini on for countless ages and the amount
of pictures and anecdotes for publication. Trans- of salt has been increasing in the ocean all the
continental walking is better than a college edu- time, so that the sea is becomin~ saltier and
saltier.
cation, she says.
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BRIEF BUT POINTED
FLIES QUENCH BUOY LIGHT
Captain Kuhne, master of the lighthouse tender Hawthorne, recently visited the Montauk gas
and whistling buoy to relight the lantern after it
- had been reported out. As he opened the lantern
a swann of horseflies flew out.
Captain Kuhne found about a quart measure
of dead horseflies in the lantern. Apparently
the flies had put out the pilot burner and so extinguished the light.

------

A CUTE DODGE
In St. Louis a year and a half ago one candy
merchant beat his rival in a trade battle in a
decidedly crafty manner. The chief issue used
by both merchants was the respective purity of
their wares. Each spent considerable money to
prove in advertisements that his sweets were the
purer. Finally one of the merchants quietly de1ivered at every hospital in the city a large box
of his candies, secured receipts for the same, and
the next day published the fact that his were the
only candies that had ever been accepted by local
hospitals. Reprints of the signed receipts accompanied this statement, and the desired effect
· was gained.
A GIANT TURTLE

A gigantic turtle was landed at Yokohama on
AugJist 1 by Japanese fishermen. The turtle was
said to be fully 1,000 years old and weighed 600
pounds. A showman offered to give $5 for the
prize; but another purchaser appeared willing to
pay half a dollar more, and was about to take
away the turtle when a Chine·s e tailer, Ah Long,
apneared. He promptly offered $50 and bought it
for $5. After a ceremony, in which the turtle
was given several bowls of sake, Ah Long, ac-

Ea

companied by friends, boarded two sampans and,
after carrying the turtle many miles to se~ re•
leased it with a blessing.
'
The Chinese have a belief that by setting turtles free they will be blessed of heaven. The
turtle meas-qred 6 feet from head to tail and 5
feet across its shell. Its head was 15 inches in
circumfe1·ence.

IN!

DATES AND GRAIN GROWTH ON OASIS
·
SAHARA
.
The Oasis of Adrar is in the western part of
the Sahara Desert in North Africa, east of the
Spanish possession of Rio de Oro, of which it
formerly constituted a part. A considerable portion of its 300,000 square miles is fertile land on
which dates and grain grow. Ostriches are raised
for their feathers and salt is mined. Due to jts
position on the caravan route of Morocco, it is
or considerable commercial importance. The inhabitants are for the most part Berbers, says the

Dearborn Independent.
An immense system of subterranean aqueducts,
whose origin is lost in antiquityi supplies the

oasis with water. Not even the egends of the
most ancient native tribes contain a history of
their beginning. Adrar lies at the bottom of a
natural depression that a marvelous irrigation
system connects with reservoirs feeding the surrounding plains at a highl!r elevation. The na•
tives with no better implements than crude
scoops and picks have dug, at a depth of from
150 to 200 feet below the surface of the desert,
spacious tunnels that extend for miles.
It rains but once in ten years at any given
point in the Sahara, and this sparse rainfall is
conserved by collecting the ground moisture froni
a great expanse of territory at Adra·r .

$2 00

BOYS &
BE FIRST
GIRLS
ffl
•
IN YOUR TOWN
' ,vRITE NOW for 50 Sets Christmas Seals.
Sell for l0c a set. When sold s end us ss.oo
and keep $2.00. Trust You till Xmas. B.
Neubecker. 961 E. 23d St. Dept. B. Brook•
lyn, N. Y.

Old Money Wanted
Will pay Fifty Dollars for nickel of 1913
with Liberty h ead. (no Buttalo). We pay
cash premiums for all rare coins. Send 4c
for Large Coin Folder. May mean much
profit to you.
NUMISJIIATIC CO., Dept. 436
•
Ft. Wor-th, Texas.

:?flt $2.00 Given .fu°sr~~:

Simply sell ISO S<!ts of Our Famous Chrlatmaa
Seals for 10c II set. When sold send us ss.oo
aJld keep $2.00. Trust You till Xmas. American Chrlstmaa Seal Oo., Dept. 131, Brookl:,11o
Jl. Y.
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusin,t. Tfley contahl
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
No. te. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT,
-Fully Ulustrated. Full instructions are glven in tbls
little book, together with Instructions on swimming and
riding, companion sports to boating.
No ,as. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every one ls
desirous of knowing what his future llfe wlll brinir
forth whether happiness or misery, wealth or povert:,.
You can tell by a glance at this llttle book. Buy one
and be convinced.
No 29 ROW TO BEOOME AN INVENTOR.-Ever:,,
boy should know liow tnvent!ons originated. Tbls boolr
explains them all. giving examples In electricity, by•
draullcs, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics.
No. 30. ROW TO OOOK.-One of the most Instructive
books on cooking ever publfsbed. It contains recipes
for cooking meats, fish, g11me and oyster•: 111so pies,
puddings, Cflkes 11.nd all kinds of pastry, and a grand
collPctlon of recipes.
No. ss. HOW TO BEBATE.-Contatnfng the rulea
and etiquette of good society and the easiest and most
approved methods of appearing to good advanta,re at
r,srties, balls. the theatre. church. and In lhe draw•

n~·i.o~'!S." HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and
useful llttle book, containing the rules and regulatlon_s
of ' bllllards, bagatelle. back-gammon, croquet. doml nn

/lti,i-0 , 841.

HOW TO SOLVE OONUNDltUMS.-Contaln-

LATEST ISS1JlllS
Ul>T Young Wtld West and the Range Bos•; or, Crooked
Work at the Sleepy J'.
1158 " Caught by Savages; or, Arietta"& Dartnir
Rescue.
1159 " and the Mexican Dead shot; or, The BhoottnaMatch On the Border.
1160 " at Hard Luck: or, Arletta and the Stream of
Gold.
1161 " Defending a Ranch: or, Besieged by C&ttl•
/
Rustlers.
1162 " and the Miner's Trap; oi::..,Arletta'e Great Shot.
or, ·.L·ne Ltvel!est Time on
Fair;
High
Ace
at
1163 "
Record.
1164 " Risky Ride: or, Arletta and the Gulch Gang. ·-;,
1165 " Buckskin Band; or, The Sher!tr'e Big Mistake.
1166 " Double Triumph: or, Arfettll S11vlng the Flag.
1161 " and "Cowboy Jack"; or1 Spoiling a Ranch Rald.
1168 " On1Y Chance: or, Arietu's Quick Throw.
1169 " Desperate Charge; or, The Shot That Beat th•
Redskins.
1170 • at Glld Dust Flat: or, Arletta and the Secret
Band.
un " tn Danger: or, Helping the Trapped Cavalr-7men.
1172 " and tbe Dutchman's Claim: or, Arletta Defending Her Life.
1113 " Taming the Cowpunchers: or, The Hard Crowd
of Bull Tall Ranch.
1174 " After the ''Vultures": or, Arletta and th•
Band of Ten.
1175 " Calllng the Two Gun Man; or, Savlnir a Sber--

lng all the leni!lng conur,ilrums of the day. amusing rid•
d!P~ curious rntrhe-A and witty sa:vlngs.

1111

eluding hints ou how to catch moles, wensels, otter, rats,
eq ulrrels and birds. Aleo bow to cure skins. Copiously
·
lllu~treted.
N<> 41 THE BOYS OF NEW YORK E:IO) MEN'S
JOK · EBOOK.-Contalnlng a great vnrl1>ty of the latest
jokes used by the most famous end men. No 11.mateur
minstrels Is complete without thlA wonderful llttl1> book.

1119

N~

No

40.

ti

HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-In•

THE

BOYS

OF

NEW

YORK

STUMP•

SPEAKER-Containing II varied 11ssortment of stump
speeches, Negro. Dutch a'1d Irish. Also end men'a jokes.
rnst tbr thlnll" for home amusrmPnt end amateur shows.
. No. 411, THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL
GUJDE AND .JOlIE BOK.-Somethlng new and ver:,
tnstructln.. Every boy should obtain this book, as tt
contntns full Instructions for organizing an am11t~r
mlnAtr<'l tronpe.
No 48 HOW TO MA.XE AND USE ELECTRICITY.
-A description of the wonderful nees of electrlclty and
electro magnetism: together with full lnstructtons for
making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By Geor_ge Trebel.
Containing over fifty tllustrntlons.
A M M D
·No., f8 . HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL OANOES.-A
bandy b~ok for boys, containing full directions for CQJl•
structlng canoes and the most popular manner of sail•
Fully mustrated.
10
(9 . HOW 'fO DEBATE.-Glvfng rules for COD•
§rot.bem
ducting debates, outlines tor debates, questions for dis·
salon and the ~est sources for procuring Information
given
tt
cu
onN1.eJue'i!g~ TO ·sTUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
A valuitble book giving Instructions in coUectlng, pre' paring, mounting 'and preserving birds, animals and in·
HOW TO DO TRIOKS WITH OARDB.-C'Oll•
talnlng explanations of the general principles of sleight•
f band applies ble to card tricks; or card tricks with
~rdinary cards, ab.d not requiring sleight-of-hand; of
tricks Involving sleigllt-of-band, or the use of -specially
red cards. Illustrated.
pr;pa Ill! HOW TO PLAY OARDS.-A complete and
band·y Utile book, giving the rules and full directions
for playing Euehre, Cribbage, Casino, Forty-Jl'lve,
R unce Pedro Sancho, Draw . Poker, Auction Pitch. All
Fgurs 'and many other popular games ot cards.
N '114 HOW TO KEEP AND HAN AGE PETS.Oivi';;·g complete information as to the mann-er and met-h•
od of raisiug, keeping, taming, breeding 11.nd managtnir
an kinds of pets; also giving full Instructions for mall:•
Ing cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight Illus•
tr11tlons.
For sale ._,Y an new8deaters. or wlll be aent to 11117
a.cl.dress on receipt of price, 10c. per copy,
In money or stamp,, by
se~- IIL

New York Cit,:

188 West 23d Street

HARRY K. WOLFF. PublisJa•• Inc.

•

ur's Life.
and the Boy Ranchero: or, Helping a Tenderfoot to Success.
" and "Ginger Jake"; or The Boss of Gimlet
Gulch.
" and the Choctaw Chief: or, Arietta Defying
the Redskins.
" Defying an Ambush: or. Arletta Leading the
·
Cav11lry.
" Saved By a Signal: or, Arietta and tbe Vanish~ •
ing Light. " Double Suhttle: or, The Celebration at Buck•
horn Ranch.
" Capturing a Chief; or, Arletta As .a Cavalry
Scout.
" and the Lone Cabin: or, The Raiders of the
Gorge.
" Trap-ged In a Canyon: or, A.rietta's Swing For
Life.
" At A Redskin Pow-Wow: or, Doomed To Die
At The Stake.
" 11nd the Doomed Mine: or, Arletta's Life at
·
Stake.
" Racing For a Ranch; or, Spitfl.re On His Mettle..
" Marked Bl. Mexicans; or, Arletta and the Senor.
" and the 'Sliver Kia," o,:, The Dandy of th&
Gulch.
" and the Yellow Bull: or, A.rietta•s Daring EIB•
cape.
" Surrounded By Death: or, The Seven Sticks of
---.
Dynamite.
" Staking a Claim; or, Arletta On Guard.
" Greaser Chase; or, The Outlaws of the Border,
" Swinging a Lariat; or, Arietta and the Wtla
Horses.
" Booming a Camp; or, The Shot that Opened &
Gold Mine.
" and the '· usted" Mining Camp; or Arletta
-'
as an Auctioneer.
" Ousting the Ontlaws: or, The Clean Up At
Fancy Flat.
" and the Treasure of the Lake; or, Hop Wah'•
Magic Trick.
" Bossirg A Cattle Ranch; or, Arletta Cornered
·
By Rustler~.
" Trapping the Redskins; or, The Last Raid of
Crazy Horse.
"• and the Cave Gang; or, A.rietta's Desperai.
Shot.
" Lost In the Rockies: or, The Luck a Grlzzl;r
Brought.
" Elected a Chief; oi:, Arletta and the Papoose.
" and "Stinger JacK"; or, The Bid That
Wouldn't Work.

1176 "
1178
1180
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186

1181
1188
U89

111!0
1191
1192
1193
1194
1195
1196

1197
1198
1199
1200

1201
1202

1203
1204

For sale by all newsdeatera, or wlll be aent to any ad~ '
dress on receipt of price, Sc. per cop::,, ln mone::,
or postae-e stam1111 by
··

HARRY E. WOLFF. Publishs, b.
·New Toa
166 Weat 2Sd Stne&

Clta

